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Mulroney administration is reportedly U.S. suggests that human rights
considering new multicultural ministry be on summit meeting agenda
by Mykhailo Bociurkiw

NEW YORK T– The United Stales
has proposed that arms control, human
rights, regional issues and U.S.-Soviet
relations be the four key issues dis–
cussed at the November summit meet–
ing between President Ronald Reagan
and Mikhail Gorbachev, general secre–
tary of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union.
The summit meeting is scheduled for
November 19-20 in Geneva.
The New York Times reported that a
senior administration official said the
four principal topics would be discussed
on the second day of the summit meet–
ing, while the first day would be devoted
to the basic issue of "how each country's
leader views the world and its role in it."
As regards human rights, the official
said that Mr. Reagan is planning to tell
літ. Gorbachev that the United States

WASHINGTON - The administra–
tion of Canadian Prime MinistefBrian
Mulroney is reported to be considering
the cr^jtion of a new ministry of multi–
culturalism that combines imraigrbvkm,"
ethnoctthural a n d citizenship affairs.
The Mvernment reorganizatiofiwas
d e s i g n e d by M r . M u l r o n e y ' s s e n i o r
policy advisors and would occur as part
of a cabinet shuffle expected before
August 19, reported The Toronto Star,
Canada's largest daily newspaper.
Shortly after the report appeared in
The Star's August 9 edition, Mr. Mul–
roney denied the plans, although he said
some, of the responsibilities may be
combined under one ministry..
The changes would, be accomplished
by splitting the DepaTtffltfWWSf'Em'pk^–
ment and immigration into two distinct
ministries, then integrating the immi–
gration side with the existing multicui–
turalism department. The citizenship
and multiculturalism duties now administered by the secretary of state's
office would also be included in the new
ministry.
S e v e r a l e t h n o c u l t u r a l g r o u p s in
Canada have been putting pressure on
the federal government to move multi–
culturalism out of the Department of
the Secretary of State into a so-called
super ministry. The Toronto Star says

Under the U.S. proposal, the two
leaders would meet for some nine hours
in formal meetings during the two days,
and would be together for another three
hours at informal settings such as meals.
The administration official also told
The New York Times that President
R e a g a n w o u l d s a y t h a t t h e United
States has "some misgivings" about
whether Moscow's intentions are
"benign." This concern, according to
the official, arises from t h e Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 and
from Moscow's policy of providing
arms rather than money for projects in
developing countries. .

Wiesenthal spokesman scores Ukrainian community
Multiculturalism Minister Jack Murta
the changes are being made t o give a
higher profile to Canada's 8 million
ethnic voters and to increase the po–
pularity of Mr. Mulroney's Progressive
Conservative Party.
Last month, the Gallup Poll reported
a nine percent drop in the Mulroney
government's popularity rating, fueling
(Continued on page 10)

Soviet authorities detain journalist
BOSTON - The Moscow corres–
p o n d e n t of T h e C h r i s t i a n Science
Monitor was detained by Soviet autho–
rities in Leningrad for three hours while
his car and personal belongings were
searched and his notes, files and tape
recordings were confiscated.
The correspondent, Gary Thatcher,
was returning to the USSR on Wednes–
day. August 7, by ferry originating in
S t o c k h o l m . T h e c o r r e s p o n d e n t had
been in Helsinki, Finland, where he
covered the 10th anniversary obser–
vanccs of t h e H e l s i n k i A c c o r d s on
security and cooperation in Europe,
ironically, the accords contain provi–
sions designed to protect foreign jour–
nalisls a n d i m p r o v e their access t o
information.
A m o n g t h e items confiscated by
Soviet authorities were notes on Soviet
h u m a n - r i g h t s a b u s e s a n d reference
material on Soviet political prisoners.
Also seized were d i s p a t c h e s by the
official Soviet news a g e n c y . T A S S ,
which referred to the СІЛ. and copies
of Time and Newsweek.
T h e tapi r e c o r d i n g s were ol an
interview with Yuri B a l o v l e n k o v . a
Soviet citizen w ho recently concluded a
hunger strike to protest the fact that

has "real concerns about how you treat
your people." but that the Soviet leader
should not mistake this concern for an
effort to overthrow his government.

Soviet authorities have not allowed him
to emigrate t o the United States to join
his wife, an American citizen, and two
children, as well as of a press conference
held in Helsinki by Avital Shcharansky,
wife of Soviet political prisoner Anatoly
Shcharansky.
The 125 pages of documents and
other materials seized were declared
"anti-Soviet."

T O R O N T O - Sol Littman, Cana–
d i a n r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of the S i m o n
Wiesenthal Center, held-a press con–
ference on July 25 in Toronto, during
which he continued his attack on the
Ukrainian community in Canada, reported the Civil Liberties Commission
of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee.
Mr. Littman stated that Ukrainian
Canadians have started a million-dollar
campaign to undermine and thwart the
mandate of the Deschenes Commission.
The press conference was a reaction
to a demonstration held by Ukrainians
in Ottawa on July 20 to protest the
possible use of Soviet evidence by the
federal commission of inquiry on war
criminals in Canada.
He accused Ukrainians of creating "a
number of propaganda smoke screens
designed to persuade the Commission
of inquiry that there are not enough war
criminals in Canada to merit the go–
v e r n m e n t ' s a t tent i o n . " M r . L i t t m a n
ignored the official statement by the

State Department protest
Soviet treatment of Mr. Thatcher was
protested by the U.S. State Depart–
ment, the American Society of Newspaper Editors, T h e Christian Science
Monitor and Sen. Alfonse D'Amato.
chairman of the U.S. Helsinki Commis–
sion.
The S t a t e D e p a r t m e n t s t a t e m e n t
noted: "We view this incident as con–
tradictory to the Helsinki Final Act and
c o n t r a d i c t o r y t o the recent Soviet
reaffirmation of the act. We've protested this incident with the appropriate
Soviet authorities in Moscow." The
Stale Department also said that it had
"strongly urged" the Soviets to return
the journalist's tnaiei iais.
(Continued on page 3)

1NS1DE:
ш Roman Solchanyk on treatment of
alcoholism in the USSR - page 2.
""Solidarity helps Soviet defector in
Poland - page 3.
m News and views: the Office of
Special investigations and the hunt for
war criminals - page 5.
Щ Myron Kuropas on defamation of
Ukrainians - page 6.
ш U.S. Secretary of State Shultz's
speech in Helsinki - page 6.
w Soyuzivka: tennis tournament,
dance camp and reminiscences of a
summer worker - centerfold.

Ukrainian Canadian Committee which
welcomed the formation of thecommis–
sicm.
"
Mt. Littman made reference to the
Ukrainian c o m m u n i t y ' s fund-raising
campaign, saying that money which will
be left after lawyer's fees are paid will be
used for "disinformation" purposes.
The Ukrainian position was defend–
ed by Dr. Lubomyr Luciuk. director of
the research division at the UCC's Civil
Liberties C o m m i s s i o n . D r . Luciuk
questioned the validity of Soviet evi–
dencc, citing as an example an article in
the Soviet press which accused Mr.
Wiesenthal himself of being a Nazi
collaborator.
Dr. Luciuk also took issue with Mr.
Littman, who said that Soviet evidence
has been used m a n y times in U . S .
courtrooms and has never found to be
forged. Dr. Luciuk cited several
examples where Soviet documents have
been ruled inadmissible in American
courts becatise they were forged.
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A GUAflPSf OF SOWEf REAL1TY

The struggle against alcoholism
intensifies in Ukrainian SSR
by R o m a n

Solchanyk

A recent article in the Ukrainian
Communist Party and government
daily Pravda Ukrarnj contains an
article by Minister of Health of the
Ukrainian SSR Antoliy Yu. Roma–
nenko that focuses on measures that
arc being taken in the republic to lpcat
alcoholics. Arguing that "inducements

Serbsky institute
notorious for

diagnosing dissidents
News that a branch of the no–
torious Serbsky institute had been
established in Kiev in late 1984 in
order to treat the growing problem of
alcoholism conjured up recollections
of just what the Serbsky institute is
known for. The Serbsky institute lor
Forensic Psychiatry is officially
regarded as the country's leading
center for forensic psychiatric dia'g–
nosis. but for many dissidents such as
Leonid Plyushch and viadimir Bu–
kovsky its psychiatrists wear uni–
forms of the colonels of the KGB.
Dissidents are rarely held for
longer periods in the Serbsky lnsti–
tutc. but arc diagnosed there as being
mentally ill and then sent on to be
"cured" in other psychiatric hos–
pitals. known as "psykhushkas."
Anatoliy Lupynis. a Ukrainian,
was arrested in 1971 for reading his
poetry at a gathering at the Shev–
chenko monument in Kiev. Prior to
his trial, he was sent to the Serbsky
institute where he was diagnosed as
schizophrenic, in 1972. he was scn–
tenced to compulsory treatment at
the special psychiatric hospital in
Dnipropctrovske. where he is cur–
.rently incarcerated.
Other dissidents tell much the
same story. YosypTcrelia wasjudged
to be mentally ill at the Serbsky
i n s t i t u t e and then served a long
.period in the special psychiatric
hospital in Sychovka. all as a result
of his strident religious faith.
Dissidents arc generally diagnosed'
-with a malady called "sluggish" or
!ktfeeping'^schizophrcnia. a theory
-силчДороЙ”Ьу Moscow professor Dr.
^Aitilrci Snczhncvsky. Although the
^theory w a s probably not custom
-^designed f o r the KGB. it proved
;unncsrvingiy a p t for their needs.
^ According-tothctheory, this socially
-adarjgerpus.i31isabi1ity develops very
-^slowly, 'wiffiout-showing any out–
ward-,signs o?--jff-any way impairing
-the-jpatient's ;Uftellect: and the only
-people-whb^oHtrtd diagnose it were
:Dr. -Snezhneysicy and his proteges.
Т-гіс.-КбВstrovc-to-make sure that as
.manyoftheseprotcges as possible sat
on.the-psychiatric-panels called to
adjudicate, political-cases and. later,
in the early 1970sr Dr. Snezhnev skymore or less dominated the whole of
Soviet psychiatry: Me became the
director of the Serbskv institute in
1962.
For years. Soviet psychiatrists
have been accused in the West of
diagnosing as mentally ill political
dissidents w h o they know to be
(Continued on page 13)

and even prohibitions by themselves arc
powerless." Mr. R o m a n c n k o places
primary emphasis on preventive mca–
surcs and early treatment of alcoholism
as one of the most effective ways of
dealing with a problem that has been
widely discussed in the Soviet press
during the past few months.
What makes Mr. Romanenko'sarticle
particularly interesting is that he links
the struggle against alcoholism with the
problem of labor resources. "The foremost service in the system of rescue
efforts and one which has undoubtedly
demonstrated its value," writes Mr.
Romancnko. is the .so-called "narcolo–
gical departments" that have been
established at enterprises, construction
sites and agro-industrial complexes.
Patients arc treated for a period of
between one and two months without,
however, taking leave from the workplace. A portion of the employee's
salary is deducted to cover the expenses
incurred lor treatment, while the bulk of
the paycheck reverts to the family, in
Ukraine, such departments werefirstset
up in several plants and mining enterprises in the industrial city of Kryvyi
Rih. According to Mr. Romancnko.
they arc now functioning in Donctskc
and voroshylovhrad and in the Odessa.
Kharkiv and Crimean oblasts. The
advantages arc obvious: "it allows for the preservation of
worker cadres. The patient once again
becomes capable of performing quali–
ficd work and gets positive psycholo–
gical impulses along the way to recovery.
І do not think it superfluous to mention
in this connection that the comradely
support of the labor collective is no less
important."
in an earlier article in Radianska
Ukraina. a narcologist at the Ukrainian
Ministry of Health provided further
details about this service:
"These arc institutions of a special
type, more akin to preventive (ccntcrsj
than hospitals. Here the patient is
treated and trained and at the same time
he continues to work at his workplace,
in his shop or brigade. Only he docs not
go home at the end of the shift but
rather into the hospital. The treatment
period is from two to four months. The
physician has everything that is at the
disposal of modern medicine: medicinal,
psychotherapeutic and physiotherapeu–
tic methods of treatment. The indivi–
dual. remaining in his worker collective
under normal c o n d i t i o n s , develops
habits of sobriety more quickly. Moreover, the patient receives 60 percent of
his salary, and the plant transfers 40
percent to the hospital."
According to the same source: "This
system Of narcological service is quite
effective..:' Recently, there -has been a
considerable decrease in the number of
paticnts'Swith serious forms of alcoho–
iism.^
' Thfe'cfforts to combat alcoholism
among-industrial workers through a
combination of treatment atfB-rc"habiJi–
tatigm-at'thc workplace arc also .being
pracWeed in the ruraf'ar.cas^awwng
collectives: farmers: and state farm
wo7^9rs:-^1r.^Romancnko cites the
activUips of an "intcr-iSiore narcolo–
gical. departmcnrr":ftr!rt TS based on a
state farm in the Kharkiv OlbasL-Rural
inhabitants requiring treatment Tor
alcoholism are organized into "medical
brigades" which, he says, "are freely
joined by people who travel dozcns"of
(Continued on page 1!)

Gajauskas exposes Soviet peace campaign
JERSEY C1TY, N..1.
A ^19X2essay, criticizing Soviet peace propa–
ganda. by Lithuanian Helsinki monitor
Balvs (iaiauskas recently appeared in
the West, according to the Lithuanian
information Center. The article, titled
"Peace: Nominal or Real." is one in a
series of political tracts by the 59-yearold prisoner issued secretly and success–
fully smuggled abroad.
in his essay. Mr. Gajauskas stated
that Soviet peace committees are go–
vernment organizations, not indepen–
dcril entities as they tout themselves to
visiting foreigners, and he denounced
the overt militarization and false peace
propaganda of the Soviet Union.
"Bolshevik leaders for the most part
reserve their speeches about peace lor
foreign consumption, while internally
thev arc constantly increasing military
preparedness." he wrote.
"The Bolshevik empire is not a
normal slate because it was created not
Balys Gajauskas
lor the benelil of its constituent nations,
"Peace is sometimes illusory." he
but for their subjugation. The nations
serve it while it strives for world domi– continued. "At first glance, it looks like
peace, but in reality, it is war in disguise.
nation.
(Continued on page 11)
"The Bolshevik idol is revolution
not all revolution, but only that which is - - Ч В Р — - - " – - - - - - useful for their empire, and w hich helps
to expand its borders and influence.
That is why there can be no negotiations
with the Bolsheviks about disarmament
without strict control."

Balovlenkov ends
hunger strike

Czech literature
goes on trial
F R A M 1 N G H A M . Mass.
Two
men. Pctr Kozanek. 36. and Zdenek
Kotrly. 4 0 . have stood trial in the
district of Hodonin. accused of attempt–
ing to smuggle a number of Czech
literary works out of Czechoslovakia.
Some include those of Kotrly's wife,
lva Kotrla. a well-known Catholic
novelist and poet.
Kcsion News Service reported that
they were charged under article 112 of
the penal code for "defamation of the
republic abroad." on the grounds that
the works constitute such an intention.
The samizdat books were found in Mr.
Kozanek's car by border guards, as he
was travelling to Austria in September
1984.
The court "literary expert." Dr. Jan
Zouhar. explained in his report that in
Ms. Kotrla's novel "Hunting Angels "
she describes "our World as full of
uncertainty and hopelessness, in fact, as
a totalitarian system in which only the
Church and Christianity offer any
hope." Mr. Zouhar maintained this is a
religiously biased distortion of political
rcalitv in Czechoslovakia.

Ukrainian Week!1

MUN1CH - Yury Balovlenkov, a
Soviet citizen who married an Ameri–
can citizen in 1978, began a hunger
strike on March 25 protesting six years
of continued denial of permission to
emigrate.He agreed to endiiis– hunger
strike on July 4 after 100 days, after the
deputy director of the Moscow Ovir,
vitaly Lvov, agreed in a conversation
with Balovlenkov's mother to consider
his latest application to emigrate in the
course of the next two months.
Mr. Balovlenkov was influenced to
stop his hunger strike in a letter of
appeal from his wife, Yelena Kuz–
menko-Balovlenkov; at that time he
was in a hospital being fed intra–
venously.
News of Mr. Balovlenkov's hunger
strike and his decision to end it was
reported by the Munich-based USSR
News Brief.
U.S. Secretary of State George Shultz
had cited the Balovlenkov"case in his
address to the 10th anniversary meeting
of the Conference on Security and
C o o p e r a t i o n in Europe ( C S C E ) in
Helsinki. Finland. Mr. Shultz said
that there were over 20 cases of Ameri–
can-Soviet marriages in which the
Soviet spouse had been denied exit
permission two or more times, in spite
of the provisions contained in the
Helsinki Final Act.
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Journalists face constraints in USSR
BOSTON - Soviet authorities" said Mr. Moffett. At least six Wes–
detainment of Christian Science tern journalists have been expelled
Monitor correspondent Gary Thatch– from the Soviet Union since the
er and the confiscation of his accords took effect, and many others
notes, files and tapes, has once again have been denied accreditation.
Associated Press correspondent
focused attention on how U.S. and
other Western journalists function in George Krimsky was expelled in
1977 on charges of gathering secrets
the Soviet Union.
Journalists working in the Soviet for the Central intelligence Agency.
Newsweek's
correspondent, Andrew
Union often find themselves the
subjects of harassment aimed at Nagorski, was expelled in 1982.
in 1977, Robert Toth. the Moscow
hindering their ability to report the
news. For the most part, the harass– correspondent of the Los Angeles
ment is of the low-level variety, Times, was questioned for 13 hours
including vandalism of cars, police over five days for alleged espionage
tailing, confiscation of documents, activities. The Soviets charged him
attacks in the Soviet press, long with "activities incompatible with the
bureaucratic, delays in obtaining status of a foreign journalist" be–
travel permission and difficult access cause he contacted key Soviet scien–
to official Soviet sources, wrote tists, including Anatoly Shcharan–
George D. Moffett ill in The Chris– sky, a leading member of the Mos–
cow Helsinki Group.
tian Science Monitor.
According to another staff writer
at The Monitor, Richard L. Went–
Working in the Soviet Union,
worth, many journalists see such journalists experience daily difflcul–
harassment as being aimed at intimi– ties in performing their jobs.' Among
dating them and keeping them from those listed by Mr. Wentworth of
reporting on subjects the Soviets The Monitor were: restricted access
consider sensitive. "1 think they're to information, Soviet monitoring of
trying to convey a message to Gary their travel, as well as the fact that
(Thatcher) and otherWestern corres– many cities are simply closed to
pondents. 1 think it has to be taken visitors, and living conditions which
seriously," Kevin Most; the Wash– stipulate that they must live in special
ington Post's Moscow correspon– ghettos for foreigners that are guard–
dent in 1977-1981 told Mr. Went– ed by the Soviets at all times.
worth.
in addition, reporters must live
Although the Helsinki Accords with the possibility that their mail is
contain provisions meant to provide read, their telephones are tapped and
protection for foreign journalists their offices and apartments are
against arbitrary expulsion, as well bugged and searched.
as provisions calling for the expan– - The only improvement seen as a
sion of travel rights and improved result of the Helsinki Accords, said
access to sources of information, the Messrs. Moffett and Wentworth, has
10 years after the signing of the been the issuance of multiple-entry
agreement have been punctuated by visas that allow journalists to enter
frequent incidents of harassment. and leave the Soviet Union at will.
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Walesa ready for dialogue
with Polish government
BOSTON - Lech Walesa is ready to
talk with the Polish government in an
attempt to seek possible common
ground for a new dialogue between
workers and the authorities, without
preconditions, reported The Christian
Science Monitor.
Official altitudes deny Mr. Walesa
status as a spokesman for the workers
although he has no wish to be seen as a
"leader." He says that talks are needed
to discuss what might be done, although
this is a significant move away from the
more militant sections of the underground Solidarity movement who say
there should be no cooperation.
Mr. Walesa told Eric Bourne of The
Monitor that the self-governing workers
councils created by the new union law of
October 1982 could be treated different–
ly from the new unions and that workers
should participate in them. He said that
each time the workers took to the
streets, as in 1956, 1970 and 1976 and
more recently in 1980-81, it ended in
defeat, a more peaceful means was the
only way. He said that some groups and
"advisors" have boycotted his ideas and
still favor a more militant course. The
workers must understand that good
quality work is important to be com–
petitive, he said.
General Wojciech Jaruzelski is also
attempting to impress this on the

workers, wrote Mr. Bourne. Out of a
work force of 11.5 million only about 7
million work effectively, he stated at a
recent economic conference.
There is. however, an obvious attempt
by the authorities not to involve Mr.
Walesa in any trouble, as shown by the
reluctance to involve him in the recent
trial of three of his former aides,
reported Mr. Bourne. Mr. Walesa was'
himself warned that he was "still under
investigation."
it would seem, however, that Solida–
rity as an organization is a diminishing
factor and that it is now no more than a
nostalgic symbol for many workers.
The new unions claim to have over 60
percent of all workers .engaged in
production as members, but they still
have to prove that they are independent
of the authorises, said Mr. Bourne.
There is a lack of experienced union
officials and many of the former acti–
vists stand aloof from the new unions.
Mr. Walesa does, however, retain a
strong influence among the workers,
although he no longer thinks of Solida–
rity returning, in its old form. Govern–
ment ministers have no hopeof instigat–
ing new talks either. "1 have only one
goal: independent, self-governed trade
unions throughout Poland,"Mr. Walesa
said. "1 am a union man."

Solidarity underground smuggles
Soviet defector to West

NEW YORK - The first Soviet
military defector in Poland, a 22-yearold Soviet soldier, has been smuggled to
the West by the Solidarity underground. The ordeal of the soldier,
identified only as Aleksandr, began
Thatcher was allowed to retrieve his when he was sent on a month of forced
materials from the customs building in labor to a "punishment brigade" after
Leningrad. He was accompanied by a swearing, at an officer. He felt he had
(Continued from page 1)
Two days later, Mr. Thatcher was U.S. consular official, Joni Davidson. been mistreated after being told to clean
Mr. Thatcher wrote of this enc'ounter out the company's toilets with a toothallowed to pick up his materials at the
with Soviet authorities in the August 12 brush, reported Frederick Kempe in
Leningrad customs building.
The Wail Street Journal.
in his own account of what happened, issue of The Monitor.
"The first problem cropped up almost
After frequent daily beatings during
published in The Monitor on Friday,
immediately.
When
the
materials
had
his period of forced labor, Sasha as he is
August 9, Mr. Thatcher noted that he
been
seized
two
days
earlier,
1
was
given
known,
ended up in hospital with a
had repeatedly identified himself as an
American journalist and produced an a receipt indicating 125 pages of docu– badly swollen stomach and damaged
internal organs. On a day off granted
1D card indicating that he was accre– ments had been taken.
"The receipt was the bottom portion for a medical check-up, he hid in a
dited by the Soviet Ministry of Foreign
of
an
official
form,
which
had
been
courtyard, and began three and oneAffairs.
Mr. Thatcher also reported that the ripped off and handed to me. The half years of hiding before being
Soviet officials confiscating his mate- customs authorities had retained the' smuggled into the West a month ago.
rials "refused to allow the material to be top portion. І had signed both the top He said that he could take ho more
and the bottom of the form. Now, when punishment at the hands of the Army.
inventoried or numbered."
Although many parts of his story
"When 1 asked for access to a tele- they were rejoined, a discrepancy was
phone in order to contact the U.S. obvious. Soviet authorities had altered must remain secret,, large parts
Consulate in Leningrad, the officials the top part of the form after 1 had have been verified by sources in
hastily departed, leaving my luggage, signed it. it now claimed 122 pages of Poland, wrote Mr. Kempe. it offers
personal effects and files strewn over the documents had been seized; the portion insight into the life of a Soviet sojdicrin
І retained said 125.
a rebellious brother country, and also
pier," he wrote.
"...but there was something more. sheds light on a Polish underground
"Before departing, however, the
officials gave me a receipt for the seized After 1 had agreed the material had been which is too weak to fight authorities
material and said the documents could seized by signing the form, someone had but is still organized enough to smuggle
be picked up in 'three or four days' added that the materials were of. a out a Russian fugitive.
His engineers battalion was based in
unless they were still found to be 'anti- 'tendentious and anti-Soviet character.'
"The altered form now appeared to Olawe near the western Polish city of
Soviet.' "
Mr. Thatcher also wrote: "1 repeatedly be a signed admission that 1 had tried to Wroclaw, and was responsible for
cited the Helsinki Final Act in attempt– bring anti-Soviet materials into the building and maintaining airports. He
ing to prevent the confiscation of my country — a serious offense under gives details of how underground
takeoff strips were constructed and how
material. І was told that the act did not Soviet law."
Mr. Thatcher protected the alteration:; landing fields were camouflaged, using
apply to 'anti-Soviet' materials, and
that only Soviet authorities can decide and requested a copy ol the top portion, large nets or removable fake buildings.
but this was refused. He then refused to
He says their hatred against the
what is 'anti-Sc - iet.' "
During the course of the search, Mr. turn over the receipt portion of the Poles was fueled by beingawakenedevery
Thatcher also said that he was asked form, and the Soviet official, in turn, night between 1 and 3 a.m. lor strike
whom he would be seeing and what he refused to give back his materials. and demonstration alerts. Hundreds of
would be writing about in Leningrad, Finally, realizing that if he wanted his Poles, however, risked their own safety
and whether he shared the "anti-Soviet" materials he would have to surrender to provide him with jobs, protection,
views in the materials confiscated from the bottom portion of the form, Mr. medical attention and even Polish
Thatcher said he reluctantly did so and identity papers. Sasha stayed in over 30
him.
.. „
lOxattblKb: genejally^"whece Solidarity
Two days after his detainment, Mr. received his materials.

Soviet authorities...

""

ІГ^^ЙЖІ" ,. ' " ^ " v - „

was inactive and in buildings where
government'officials lived and searches '
were less likely.
Turned away by U.S. Embassy
in May 1984. he attempted to defect
at the U.S. Embassy in Warsaw, carry–
ing a note written in English by friends,
but he was told to go away. His most
revealing stories, however, are of the
drunkenness of the Russian officers, the
general lack of discipline and the time
spent building up a hatred of the Poles.
What they were most interested in was
trade with the local Poles, obtaining
clothes such as T-shirts or jeans which
they could later sell for high prices in the
Soviet Union. The officers would also sell
the battalion's short supplies of butter
and meat to the Poles. "When meat was
served to us it was more often boiled fat
and the butter was melted fat." he told
Mr. Kempe.
The Poles were also always kept short
of ammunition, and were given old unreliable equipment; Moscow ob–
viously didn't trust the Polish Army too
far. "Their tanks were always breaking
down." Sasha said.
Sasha did notice, nevertheless, that
the ordinary people lived much better
than in the Soviet Union. The promise
of a better life and his fear of staying in
the Soviet Array prompted his defec–
tion. He spent his first three days of
hiding in a barn, where he lived off animal corn feed and then stolea bicycle
and rode to Wroclaw. Poles were taken
aback when be asked them, still in
uniform, where the Solidarity offices
,wcre. When he arrived, however, he saw
a Polish officer in full uniform waiting
for help and so went to the bathroom to
hide. When a union official walked in.
he asked him for asylum, and was then
locked in a stall while (he official
deeided what to do. Sasha was then
taken to a sale house where Solidarity
members checked whether he was a
(Continued from page 10)
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Ukrainian Canadian veterans protest
possible use of Soviet sources
MONTREAL - As part of their
continued efforts to combat the possible
use of Soviet sources, evidence, docu–
mentation or methodsby the Deschenes
Commission of inquiry on War Cri–
minals, Ukrainian Canadian veterans
have written an appeal to Canadian
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney.
"We... urge you strongly to make
every effort to assure that in our search
for justice and truth the Deschenes
Commission remains truly and fully
Canadian as to sources, resources,
principles and methods," they wrote.
Headed by Justice Deschenes, the
commission was established in early
February after the nationwide release of
media reports that Canada may be
harboring as many as 3,000 Nazi war
criminals, including 218 Ukrainians.
The commission is authorized to hold
hearings in Canada and abroad, to hire
staffers and experts, to review govern–
ment documents and to subpoena
witnesses.
in their appeal, the members of
Mazeppa Branch No. 183 of the Royal
Canadian Legion noted that during
World War 11 over 40Л00 Canadians
of Ukrainian descent served in Ca–
nada's armed forces in -all theaters of
war and in all major battles and opera–
tions. and that after the war many
worked in the Central Ukrainian Relief
Bureau operated by the Canadian
Relief Mission for Ukrainian refugees
and victims of war. The bulk of opera–
tions, including relief, rehabilitation
and resettlement was conducted in
cooperation with governmental and
inter-governmental organizations.
"As– veterans," the letter continued,
"we are now very seriously disturbed by
the revived and highly organized cam–
paignand 'witch hunt'for war criminals

and wartime 'collaborators'40-odd
years after the Nuremberg Trials and all
the screenings and security checks that
took place at that time and with which
many of us were personally involved."
The veterans pointed out that in the
last 40 years, "the Soviet Union has not
only maintained but very much multiplied and intensified (and even refined)
the concentration camps, labor camps,
prisons and persecutions, and is in a
constant state of war with its people."
"in light of history and the present
state of events, the reports of the media
suggesting that (the commission) may
utilize 'evidence' provided by the USSR,
concern us."
"We have strong faith in our own
Canadian laws and regulation, and in
our free and democratic system for
which we fought and served as soldiers,
sailors and airmen or in our Canadian
civilian war-effort, and we strongly
believe that we have sufficient sources
and resources among our own Cana–
dian people to provide our government
and all our own authorities concerned
with whatever materials or information
may be required," the letter continued.
"There is hardly need to add that we
welcome this much-belated commission
and investigation created by your
government and would only like to see
its terms of reference extended to
include all war crimes committed by any
and every government, which must of
necessity include Soviet pre-war, wartime and post-war crimes against huma–
nity." they added..
Copies of the letter, signed by Marian
Lach, branch president, and G. R.
Bohdan Panchuk. branch secretary and
service officer, were also mailed to
Justice Minister John Crosbie and
Attorney General lilmer Mackay.

Polish-Ukrainian relations examined
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Drs.
Bohdan Struminskyj and James-E.
Mace, research associates of the Har–
vard Ukrainian Research institute.
addressed4he 15th annual Bethlehem
Gathering of.Polish-Americans on July
20-21. The annual affair, held at the
Domek resort near Bethlehem, Conn.,
was sponsored by the Polish-American
Congress, New England members of the
Studium Study Center for Polish Affairs
and the Connecticut chapter' of Soli–
darity international.
Drs. Struminskyj and Mace were
invited to deliver the major presenta–
tions on the theme of this year's gather–
ing, Polish-Ukrainian relations.
Dr. Struminskyj. speaking in Polish,
addressed the topic of the historical
background of Polish-Ukrainian pro–
blems. Noting that Polish-Ukrainian
relations were for the most part friendly
from the 10th to 14th centuries when
Poland-Lithuania dealt with politically
independent Rus' principalities, he
traced the beginning of Polish-Ukrai–
nian antagonism to the annexation of
Halych by Polish King Casimir ill
According to the speaker, the expan–
sion of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth into Ukraine was in the long run
disasterous for both nations, because it
replaced the initially friendly Ukrainian
politics to the Commonwealth's East by
a hostile and expanding Muscovy which
was ultimately able to enslave both
nations, indeed, the political decline of
Poland was largely due to its inability to
come to terms with Ukrainian aspira–
tions.
The Kozak revolution and Bohdan
Khmelnytsky's orientation toward

Muscovy in 1654 resulted from Polish
oppression, but led to a fundamental
shift of the balance of power in East
Central Europe away from the' PolishLithuanian Commonwealth -toward a
polity, the basic traditions and modus
operandi of which had been shaped by
the century and a half it had spent under
Tatar domination, making it a force
fundamentally at odds with the Euro–
pea'n traditions shared by Poles and
Ukrainians."
Thereafter. Dr. Struminskyj con–
tinued. attempts at Polish-Ukrainian
reconciliation have been a history of
missed opportunities, overshadowed by
mutual antagonism.
The abortive Union of Hadiach in
1658, which would have transformed
the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth
into a Polish-Lithuanian-Ukrainian
polity in which Ukraine would have
been an equal member, came too late;
only Khmelnytsky, who by then was no
longer alive, would have possessed the
prestige necessary for the realization of
such a historic compromise.
Again, the Pilsudski-Petliura alliance
of 1920 came a year and a half too late; it
could have succeeded only before the
territorial and military losses suffered
by the Ukrainians transformed any
Polish-Ukrainian agreement into a pact
between forces which were greatly un–
equal in power.
Now. however, another opportunity
presents itself in the form of the ideas of
alliance which have frequently appear–
ed in underground publications in
Poland. Given that the European civili–
zation embodied by both Poles and
(Continued on page 11)
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New Yorkers meet with education official
taught during the year and what the
students will be tested on in the final
examination.
According to Mr. Lalor.
ROCHESTER. N.Y, - Members of
the Ukrainian American communities the Ukrainian famine is included in the
of Rochester, Buffalo and Syracuse. syllabus.
The community representatives voiced
N.Y.. on Thursday, August 1, met with
Edward Lalor, director of the Division their deep concern about the State
Education
Department's decision and
of Program Development of the New
York State Education Department, to asked Mr. Lalor to reverse the decision
discuss and resolve the continuing con– and return the Ukrainian famine to its
troversy surrounding the department's rightful chronological position 'in
decision to remove the 16-page section volume 1. They voiced their doubts
on the man-made famine in Ukraine of about the publication of volume ill by
1932-33 from volume 1 of the teacher's the promised date of December 1985,
guide on the Holocaust and genocide. since the material is not as yet prepared.
The meeting was initiated and ar–
Mr. Lalor responded that it is not
ranged by State Sen. John D. Perry (D)
possible for the Ukrainian famine
and held in his office in Rochester
material to be placed back in the first
Representing the Ukrainian communi–
volume since, according to him, the
ties of New York state were Dr. Roman
Education Department would notagrpe
Tratch, valentina Makohqn, Tamara
to і he destruction of hundreds of books
Denysenko and Marta Schmigel of
already printed and incur additional
Rochester; Michael Pikas, Zenon Bed–
expense for a reprinting. Ms. valentina
narskyj and MarkianStasiuk of Buffalo:
Makohon concluded the meeting by
and Nicholas Duplak of Syracuse.
reading the following statement.
At the meeting Mr. Lalor gave a brief
overview of the function of the Educa–
"We disagree with the SED's (State
tion Department, the significance of the Education Department's) premise thai
syllabi in relation to what is taught and the best -approach to teaching about
examined in New York state. He ex- genocide is through a course of study;
plained how the Education Department based on a detailed presentation of the
fulfills the mandates set before it by the Nazi Holocaust and a short account of!
Board of Regents.
the Armenian massacre, it is morally
Three years ago, according to Mr. wrong and educationally unsound to
Lalor. the Board of Regents mandated use such an approach at a high school
the development of a program for the level, especially in public schools. A
state social studies curriculum which high school education should provide
would present to lOthgradestudentsthe students with a general overview of
tragedy of the Nazi Holocaust and the significant events in history and leave
genocide of the Jewish people. This was narrow studies for elective courses. The
done, he said, in response to a perceived course of study oh holocaust and geno–
increase in anti-Semitism in New York cide in its present format is moreappro–
state, in particular, and the United priatejor a coUegeelective. -The detailed
States, in general. The preparation of concept development and quantity of
the teachers'guide was initiated because reading handouts (857 pages) will make
it was felt that not enough material was it difficult to cover the material in
available to properly teach students volumes 1 and 11 in a proposed twoabout such a significant topic.
week period, thus, the chances of
in the preliminary stages of dcvclop– studying volume ill in which the forced
ment of the teachers'guide, the Educa– famine in Ukraine is located are nil. We
tion Department researched several believe that the course of study should
approaches already implemented by be an overview of all the 20th century
states such as Massachusetts and New- genocides presented in a chronological
Jersey, it was concluded that to more order with a balanced distribution in
fully explain the magnitude of the concept development and readingsclec–
Jewish Holocaust, the concept of "pre– lions for each genocide, it is important
cursors" would be developed atulithc for the student to learn that genocide
Armenian massacre would be included. can happen at any time, to any group
Thereafter. Mr. Lalor said, other pro– and it can be perpetrated by extreme
posals were considered, among them 'otalitarian ideologies whether left or
the Ukrainian famine, due, largely, to right.
the efforts of Michael Hereto.
"it is of great importance to maintain
in further developing material on the
Holocaust and the Ukrainian famine. chronological order so that proper
Dr. Bohdan vitvitsky. author of "The historical perspective and integrity
Other Holocaust," was invited to be– could be assured. At this time in history,
come a member of the advisexy commii– it is paramount for the srudents to learn
that gcnocidal tactics such as the
tee for the teachers' guide. iL
withholding of food, class liquidation
Early in the spring of 1985. when the and terrorism in order to subjugate
project w;is finalized into a two-volume. nations occurred in the 20th century
800-page guide. Mr. Lalor. in consulta– before the Nazi ascent to power and that
tion with George Gregory, an associate these methods ard1 being used today.
in the Division of Program Develop– The forced famine in Ukraine has
ment. made the decision to remove the become a blueprint for Cambodia.
material on the Ukrainian famine from Afghanistan and Ethiopia.
vojumc 1 and lhe"KillingofCambodia"
"if the New York State Education
from volume 11 and place both in a pro- Department is genuinely interested in
posed supplemental volume ill which preparing an effective course of study
would include case studies of genocide on persecution and genocide in order to
and holocaust.
eliminate prejudicial attitudes from our
Mr. Lalor reiterated that he was society then it should adopt an objec–
solely responsible for the decision and tive universal approach which would
that he was surprised at the great help the diverse ethnic groups inthc U.S.
amount of adverse response from the reach a better understanding by sharing
Ukrainian American community. He their common experience of human
reassured all present that his decision suffering.
was not meant to slight the great tragedy
"We hope that the SED will have the
that belell the Ukrainian people in ІЧМ- moral courage and the intellectual
33 and that at the present time all three integrity to respond positively to the
volumes of the guide are of equal urgent appeal of the Ukrainian Ameri–
importance, but that the) are not as can community of New York state for
"";
-"' -:– th– ' llabuv li is the equal treatment of all forms of geno–
syllabus that determines what will be cide which occurred in this century."
by Tamara De ysenko
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NEWS AND viEWS
The Justice Department's OSl and

activities, a number of judges — even in
the less stringent civil denaturalization
procedures — were alarmed by the
OSl's vindictive drive to punish targeted
individuals by any means available. One
civilized world reminiscent of practices of the strongest: rebuttals came from
in primitive societies. Continuing to Norman Roettlinge, a federal justice
maintain such a position is an insult to who condemned the OS1-KGB joint
all Americans, and especially to those venture in his written decision for using
who founded and protected this nation "despotic tricks, paid informers, hearsay
built on the principles of law and justice. evidence, lack of documentation, bla–
One would expect that the Justice tantly perjured testimony, coaching of
Department would be in the forefront witnesses, trick photographs and totali–
of a careful vigilance in guaranteeing tarian-type police methods totally
equal treatment for all Americans, it is unacceptable by:jAmerican standards."
this department's duty to point out any
Curiously, thifc unharnessed "witch
inequity in the laws — including the hunt" by an arm of the U.S. Justice
present immigration laws that discrimi– Department is happening now, in 1985
nate against a segment of the American — not in 17th century Salem — in a
multi-ethnic community — and not to nation that takjes great pride in its
search for loopholes in these laws and achievement of 1 protecting the civil,
use them for reasons other than those political and otherrightsof individuals.
for which they were intended.
Meanwhile, OSl officials, realizing
it seems that the OSl is willing to go the growing opposition to their into any lengths to justify its existence. appropriate methods, are trying to
Contrary to the OSl's contentions of garner political ijupport for the OSl's
absolute propriety in its methods and
(Continued on page 11)

the news media have positioned them–
Naturalized citizens are second-class
selves in the untenable position of
holding the accused guilty unless proven
because of the OSl's establishment
innocent - a regressive action in the
by ihor Olshaniwsky
The recent rash of reckless, one-sided
articles about "Nazi war criminals"
living in the United States and charges
of wholesale collaboration of East
Europeans with the Germans in World
War !! has caused consternation in the
Ukrainian and other East European
communities. This widely circulated
nefarious publicity in the American
news media has been achieved largely
through the persistent efforts of the
Office of Special investigations (OS1),
an agency in the criminal division of the
U;S. Justice Department, in addition,
inflammatory books were written by
former OS1 director Allan A. Ryan Jr.
arid other former OS1 officials, defaming many ethnic groups that cornprise a sizable number of naturalized
American citizens.
Although the establishment of the
OS1 in 1979 might have been based on
good intentions by its congressional
authors and supporters, it has since cast
a ilark cloud over our system of juris–
pnidencc. The creation of the OS1
without corresponding corrective
amendments to U.S. immigration law
has reduced naturalized American
citizens to a second-class status.
This situation was foreseen by Presi–
dent Dwight D. Eisenhower who made
the following reference to this dilemma
in his message to the U.S. Congress on
February 8, 1956: "A large group of
refugees in this country obtained visas
byithe use of false identities in order to
escape forced repatriation behind the
iron curtain; the number may run into
thousands. Under existing law such
falsification is a mandatory ground for
deportation. The law should be amend–
edjto give relief to those unfortunate
peuple."
However, President Eisenhower's
warning went unheeded. With the
establishment of the OS1 in the U.S.
Justice Department, what he feared
became reality. The OS1, in the absence
of any safeguards against its abuse of
power, lacking accountability to the
general American public, coupled with
the inequities in U.S. immigration
law and the refusal of the judiciary
committees of the House and the Senate
to monitor its activities, has joined the
Soviet propaganda machine, which has
been carrying on a campaign to dis–
credit its former expatriates by dissemi–
nating the usual brand of Soviet disin–
formation.
in cases prosecuted by the OS1,
charges arc being made against targeted
lhor Olshaniwsky is president of
Americans for Human Rights in U–
kraine.

naturalized American citizens based on
Soviet KGB evidence in accordance
with the 198 agreement, details of
which are unknown to the general
public, negotia ed by former OSl direc–
tor Mr. Ryar and the chief Soviet
procurator. Comrade Rudenko. These
charges are filed against naturalized
American citizens in federal courts
alleging that they concealed their wartime activities on their visa applications
for entry into the United States.
Falsification of information on an
entry visa is not considered a criminal
matter but is handled through civil
court procedures. This broad, longstanding "falsification provision" of
U.S. immigration law was not designed
to apply to special cases such as the
post-World War 11 Soviet refugees in
Europe because of the unusual circum–
stances in which these refugees found
themselves. They faced repatriation to
the Soviet Union which was being
carried out with the help of the Allied
forces. The Soviet government con–
sidered them to be traitors and had
demanded that these people be sent
back to the USSR, in an attempt to save
their lives, some refugees falsified
information on their entry visas to the
United States in order to avoid forced
repatriation — an act tantamount to
death. These refugees were caught in a
"Catch 22" situation — damned either
way. The inhumane, undemocratic and
illegal repatriation deal made by Fran–
klin D. Roosevelt, Winston Churchill
and Joseph Stalin in the 1945 Yalta
agreement was the major cause of
desperate people altering the informa–
tion on their documents to save their
lives.
if alleged "war criminals" residing in
the United States were accused of being
common criminals they would be entitled to protection under our criminal
laws, instead, by being charged with an
infraction of the immigration law.
they are not receiving full protection of
the criminal law and must face:
" the burden of all costs of defense,
" denial of trial by jury,
" a revocation of citizenship on the
whim or decision of a single judge,
" the denial of being allowed to
examine Soviet archives by defense
attorneys or, in other words, equal
access to evidence,
e the impossibility of searching for
defense witnesses in the USSR and
finding individuals who would be
unafraid to testify for the defense
independently of the Soviet totalitarian
regime, and
" Soviet refusal to allow so-called
witnesses to travel to the United States
and to be cross-examined in American
courts.

"American Swastika" reviewed
NEW YORK - The New York
Times Book Review recently pub–
lished a brief review of "American
Swastika" by Charles Higham (reviewed in The Weekly by Dr. Myron
B. Kuropas on April 21).
1
Reviewer Hal Goodman noted:
"...when'Mr. Higham argues that
'there has been in high places at
various times in our history a con–
certcd effort to give aid and comfort
to Nazis...and to restore them to
power in the postwar, period,' he

reaches well beyond his evidence.
The impressively researched episodes
in 'American Swastika' tell of spies,
Nazi sympathizers and violently antiSemitic public officials, but they do
not add up: only one incident pro–
vides compelling backing for the
author's 'concerted effort.'That one
is Project Paperclip, under which
German scientists were brought lo
work in the United Slates alter the
war without concern for their poli–
tics."

OSl campaign and methods
should concern all Uktainians
The article below is reprinted from
TWG, the newsletter of The Washington Group, An Association of Ukrai–
nian-A merican Professionals.
by volodymyr Korduba
virtually all Ukrainian Americans
have heard about the OSl and the
search for "Nazi war criminals" in the
United States. While the goal of finding
war criminals is laudable, there are
serious questions about the methods of
the OSl and the reasons behind this
campaign.
The Office of Special investigations
(OSl) was created in 1979 by order No.
851-79 of the attorney general. That
order resulted from legislation that was
initiated by then Rep. Elizabeth Holtz–
man (D-N.Y.). The, purpose was to
detect, investigate and take legal action
against individuals who allegedly as–
sisted the Nazis between March 23,
1933, and May 8, 1945.
The first problem that arose was that
the Department of Justice, of which the
OSl is a part, has no jurisdiction to try
individuals accused of war crimes. The
government then decided to denatural–
ize and deport individuals suspected of
war crimes on the basis that they
misrepresented themselves on their
immigration petitions.
The fact is that thousands, if not
millions, of individuals have misre–
presented themselves in an effort to to
come to the United States. People have
altered their birthdates, places of birth
and health status over the years. Allan
Ryan, the former director of the OSl.
stated at the time he was director that
misrepresentation would not be the sole
reason for denaturalization and de–
portation. He went on to state that
the government would prove that the
individual was a "war criminal."
The problem with that statement is
that the defendant is not tried in a
criminal court with all the rights of the
accused but in a civil proceeding. The
accused does not have the right to trial
by jury a court-appointed legal counsel
if he 'cannot afford one. or the recovery
of legal expenses if the charges are
dismissed.
Mr. Ryan's statement has subse–
quently been rendered meaningless by a
U.S. Supreme Court decision, in the

case of the U.S; vs. Fedorenko, the
Third U.S. District Court threw out the
case when the government failed to
prove that Feodor Fedorenko was a vo–
luntary prison guard. The Supreme
Court ruled that thegovernment did not
have to prove that Mr. Fedorenko
served voluntarily for the Germans or
that he actually committed atrocities.
Mr. Fedorenko ^as denaturalized and
deported to the $oviet Union in De–
cember 1984. it was the first involuntarydeportation to the Soviet Union in
history.
The issue that Has attracted the most
attention, however, is the use of Sovietsupplied evidencej in these proceedings.
The Soviet Union has supplied docu–
ments and witnesses that have been used
in U.S. courts. This is occurring at the
same time that the attorney general and
the secretary of state are showing the
public evidence 6f Soviet disinform–
ation and forgeries. Yet, the Depart–
ment of Justice takes Soviet evidence in
this matter at face value.
The Soviet-supplied witnesses are not
allowed to travel to the United Statesto
testify, but rather are interviewed on
videotape in the Soviet Union. While
the OSl claims that defense attorneys
can cross-examine these witnesses, the
videotapes demonstrate otherwise.
First of all. a KGB agent serves as
interpreter and a deterrent to the witness
saying anything besides what he is
coached to say. Secondly, the inter–
preter refuses to translate any question
he feels it is irrelevant, in addition, the
defense attorney cannot travel through
the Soviet Union looking for defense
witnesses.
Because of all these problems, re–
sponsible organizations such as the
veterans. of Foreign Wars (vFW) and
the American Security Council have
called for oversight hearings
of the OSl by the U.S. Congress, va–
rious ethnic organizations, including
Ukrainians, have also asked for Con–
grcssional oversight hearings. The OSl
and its supporters have resisted these
hearings even though all government
agencies and programs undergo similar
hearings on a regular basis.
The problems outlined above affect
only those individuals accused of war
' (Continued on page 12)
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A thank-you
We've gone on record as supporting the vast variety of summertime
camps, workshops and courses offered by many Ukrainian organiza–
tions and institutions, whether they are youth groups, music societies,
sports clubs, fraternal associations or scholarly institutions.
Now that these summer activities — designed solely for the benefit
of our children, teenagers and young adults — have nearly concluded,
it is time to acknowledge those persons without whom the camps,
workshops and courses would not be possible: the counselors,
instructors, directors and teachers.
These persons are often taken for granted by parents who may not
realize just how much time and dedication are required to successfully
- fulfill their duties. Consider, for example, the daily routine of a
children's camp counselor. This is truly a 24-hour job. During the
course of a single day, the counselor has braided and combed the hair
of her little charges, played games with them, made crafts projects with
them, told them stories, taught them songs, supervised them at the
pool, taken them on hikes, made sure they ate properly and generally
cared for their well-being and safety. Once the day is done and the little
campers are snug in their camp cots, the counselor is still up — often
late into the night — planning yet another day's activities and
preparing the necessary materials. An older counselor's job is no less
difficult, since it involves many other, equally time-consuming
responsibilities. Course instructors, too, devote much time to their
students, preparing lectures and demonstrations, helping the youths
with their assignments and conducting other related and extracurricular activities.
These counselors and instructors serve as parents away from home,
as older brothers and sisters, as friends to the youths entrusted to them.
They are the behind-the-scenes persons who do so much to make sure
that our Ukrainian youths become involved and stay involved in
community activities. These are the true workers who don't waste time
talking about how something should be done — when there's a
job to do, they simply go out and do it.
The common^characteristic of all these persons, regardless of
whether they work with children, or young adults, or the teenagers in
between is their commitment and steadfast belief in what theyaredoing.
And, the example they provide encourages new generations of
young Ukrainians to become involved in our community, and thus
ensure its continuity and future existence.
it is certainly promising to see former campers and students
attending counselors' courses and instructors' workshops in order that
they, too, might serve the youngsters of our community. Perhaps the
reason they do this is to repay those counselors and instructors to
whom they are grateful for a summer or more of learning and
recreation. Perhaps they feel that others deserve the same opportuni–
ties. At the same time, however, they are expressing their own belief in
the organizations of their choice and in the entire Ukrainian
community.
To all our community volunteers, past, present and future: thank
you.

Notice regarding mail delivery
of The Weekly
it has come to our attention that The Ukrainian Weekly is often
delivered late, or irregularly, or that our subscribers sometimes
receive several issues at once.
We feel it is necessary to notify our subscribers that The
Weekly is mailed out Friday moriings (before the Sunday date
of issue) via second-class mail.
if you are not receiving regular delivery of The Weekly, we
urge you to file a complaint at your local post office. This may be
done by obtaining the U.S. Postal Service Consumer Service
Card and filling out the appropriate sections.
- The editors
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Faces and Places
by Myron B. Kuropas

Defamation is nothing new
Jewish American friends who suggest the same time, Albert K,ahnand Michael
that Ukrainian Americans are over- Sayers, two dedicated Stalinists, pub–
reacting to efforts by the Office of lished "Sabotage! The Secret War
Special investigations (OS1) and its Against America," which included a
supporters to identify, denaturalize and scurrilous attack on the entire Ukrai–
deport alleged Nazis in our community nian American nationalist community.
just агепЧ aware of the role Soviet- They alleged, among other things, that
initiated disinformation has played in the Ukrainian daily Svoboda was "a
our American past, if they were, they clearinghouse for espionage directives
would know that in the United States, from Berlin, Tokyo and Rome."
As the defamation campaign intensi–
defamation of Ukrainians is nothing
fied, the Ukrainian American commu–
new.
The anti-Ukrainian campaign really nity found it increasingly difficult to
began in 1933 when President Franklin defend itself. The USSR, after all, was
D. Roosevelt recognized the Union of America's wartime ally fighting "to
Soviet Socialist Republics, in a docu– preserve democracy" and the American
ment which has come to be known as press consistently leaned towards the
the "Rooseveit-Litvinov Agreement," Soviet perspective, portraying Stalin as
the United States and the USSR agreed a benevolent and beloved leader who
"not to permit the formation or resi– had dedicated his life to his people's
dence on its territory of any organiza– welfare. Criticizingsuch anallyandsuch
tion or group... which has as its aim the a leader was not only unpatriotic, it
overthrow...or the bringing about by could be construed as treasonous.
force of a change in the political social
Reviewing the deleterious effects of
order."
the defamation campaign in his address
Although the USSR continued to to the 1944 Ukrainian Congress Com–
train agents committed to the violent mittee convention, UCCA president
overthrow of capitalist societies through- Stephen Shumeyko declared: "Simply
out the world, it nevertheless had the because we want our kinsmen in their
temerity to demand that the United n ^ v e land to enjoy after the war the
States investigate all American groups same freedom and democracy that we
that supported the future overthrow of are so fortunate in having here as
Stalinist totalitarianism. One such Americans, we have become the object
group investigated by the FB1 in 1936 of ruthless vilification by those who
was the United Hetman Organization regard with hatred the idea of a free and
(UHO), a Ukrainian American para- democratic Ukraine."
military society dedicated to the libera–
Having laid the,groundwork during
tion of Ukraine from Soviet tyranny.
the war, Stalin's disinformation team
During the next three years, Ame–
continued its work after the war. All
rica's increasingly influential Commu–
displaced persons who refuse to return
nist Party and its Popular Front allies
to the USSR, they screamed, are Nazi
initiated a disinformation campaign
collaborators. Some Americans be–
that attempted to equate Ukrainian
lieved the lie and the result was Opera–
nationalistic, freedom aspirations with
tion Keelhaul, the infamous forced
the ideology of Nazism. Persuaded by
repatriation program during which the
the distortions of the conspiratorial left,
United States and its Western allies sent
many Americans came to believe that
millions of men, women and children to
all forms of nationalism were nothing
slavery and death in the labor camps of
more than a less virulent form of
Soviet Siberia, if it hadn't been for the
fascism, aberrations that stood in the
understanding of Gen. Dwight D.
way of world peace, security and pro–
Eisenhower, who ended this kidnapping
gress.
of innocent civilians, and the com–
So convincing were the masters of
passion of President Harry Truman,
deceit in their unrelenting campaign to who persuaded Congress to pass the
discredit the Ukrainian American na–
Displaced Persons Act, thousands more
tionalist community that in 1939 the would have perished.
House Un-American Activities Com–
What is happening to Ukrainian
mittee initiated an investiga–
Americans today is like deja vu.
tion of our three most powerful nonsectarian organizations — the UHO,
Former OSl director and "Quiet
the Organization for the Rebirth of Neighbors" author Allan Ryan is going
Ukraine (ODWU) and the Ukrainian around the country claiming that the
National Association (UNA) - for main purpose of the Displaced Persons
alleged ties with an espionage network Act was to provide a haven for Nazi war
in Nazi Germany. A subsequent FB1 criminals in America. He thanks the
probe found no evidence of any Ukrai– Soviets for their perseverance in this
nian-Nazi conspiracy in the United matter and praises them for their
States. On the contrary, the FB1 report "willingness" to provide evidence against
suggested that all such allegations were former displaced persons.
fabrications of American Stalinists and
"American Swastika" author Charles
their fellow travelers.
Higham is identifying UHO and ODWU
None of the FB1 findings had any as Nazi espionage organizations and
impact on Stalin's henchmen in Ame– labeling Svoboda "the official Ukrai–
rica, however. During the 1940s articles nian Fascist newspaper."
began to appear in The Hour, a proAnd the Anti-Defamation League of
Stalin newsletter (funded, according to the B'nai B'rith is once again suggesting
FB1 sources, by the Anti-Defamation that Ukrainian anti-Communism is
League of the B'nai B'rith– in. теаиу:а cover for Nazism.
Chicago) a c c u s i n g ^ UNA, ODWUi ^-;iSOi;J;doaSt think our-community is
and UHO of engaging, in espionage; „.^vefrescting. nor 4 p 1 think w e ' r ^
activities aimed at sabotaging;the waf paranoiac. We're jost beginning to v
effort of the United States and its :expiose a SO;year-old conspiracy, and
"democratic ally," the Soviet Union. At the conspirators don't like it.
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For the record: Secretary of State Shultz's speech in Helsinki
Address by U.S. Secretary of State George Shultz
delivered on July 30 in Helsinki on the 10th anniver–
sary of the Helsinki Accords (text released to the
media).
The modern political values that underlie our
civilization were born in Europe. The belief in human
progress, in intellectual freedom, in religious tole–
rance, in the rights of the individual against the state
and in a peaceful international order - these are the
legacies that have been passed on to us by European
thought and culture since the Enlightenment. At times,
oppression, intolerance and war have banked the
flames of this humane spirit."But always these values
have stayed alive, offering hope and inspiration to
mankind - that we might explore the outer reaches of
knowledge, that we might ascend to a higher plane of
human existence, that we might live in peace with our
neighbors, that we might have faith in progress and in
freedom, for ourselves and our world.
Today, tragically, Europe is adivided continent. Yet
the ideals of European civilization have not been
extinguished. They live still in every nation, in every
city and village, on every street, in every home. West
and East. They bind Europe together. The barriers, the
walls, the barbed wire, and the weapons cannot truly
divide Europeans from each other or from their
heritage. The spiritual strength of European civiliza–
tion cannot be broken by government-made artifice.
Europe, let us not forget, has been divided before,
though never so starkly, vastly different political
systems have lived side by side on this continent for
hundreds of years. Empires, constitutional monar–
chies and dictatorships have stood beside republics
and democracies. Religious wars over the centuries
have caused the deaths of countless innocents. And in
this century alone, the people of Europe have endured
two world wars that ravaged their continent. Only the
heroic efforts of the Western democracies and the
Soviet Union saved Europe from Hitler's tyranny. Yet
Europe has outlived even these times of trouble.
And the modern idea of liberty, since the 18th
century, has continued to grow and flourish, it has
survived all the historic conflicts and divisions of
Europe because, even in the dark moments, the
aspiration of individuals to speak, think and travel
freely - throughout the continent — was never
extinguished. Belief in the rights of man has deep roots
in European philosophy and history.
For now, we all live uneasily with the brutal and
artificial division of this continent, even as we search
for ways to end it. But nothing in human history has
proven irreversible.
Perhaps no one here of my generation can confi–
dently expect that the walls and the barbed wire will
magically disappear in our lifetime, but surely the
division must be altered within the lifetimes of many
who are alive today.
And yet there are some things for which we can
hope, now: that the idea of liberty in Europe may
continue to grow, even in those areas of darkness
behind the walls, and that peace may reign over this
continent, despite persistent confrontation between
East and West. Today competing powers and political
values are arrayed against each other in Europe. Their
differences may be ultimately irreconcilable. We hope
not. But tensions will exist so long as some persist in
violating the most fundamental human rights. Yet can
we not reduce the threat of armed conflict?Can we not
achieve some greater measure of freedom for all
Europeans, for all individuals? We, the inheritors of
the European spirit, must keep it alive for future
generations all across the continent.
These are the hopes that inspired the Helsinki
Conference a decade ago. The statement at Helsinki
understood that the twin goals of peace and greater
freedom are intimately connected in Europe. They
understood that we owed it to ourselves and to our
children to keep the great European tradition alive,
even in these difficult times.
Today we mark the 1 Oth anniversary of the Helsinki
Final Act. if any single lesson emerges from the history
of the final act's first 10 years, it is precisely that the
interests of individual human beings are a funda–
mcntal part of security and stability in Europe.
Greater security and a more stable peace among our
nations depend on greater freedom for the people of
.Europe.
The final act was an expression of the humane
European tradition, it affirmed the most basic human
rights and fundamental freedoms, it called for a freer
flow of information, ideas and people, it offered the
possibility for greater cooperation among states and

peoples, it reaffirmed the basic principles of relations
among states. And it recognized, in its structure and in
its purpose, that security, economic ties, human rights
and contacts among people are all equally important
— and related to each other. Peace encompasses the
totality of our relations.
in signing the final act 10 years ago, we recognized
as governments that if we were to make progress
toward greater security and more stable peace, we
would have to go beyond the traditional agenda of
governments. We recognized that our security require–
ments must extend beyond walls and weapons, that
they had to include finding ways to lessen suspicion,
reduce obstacles, instill greater confidence and
increase contacts among the peoples of Europe. And
we recognized that these could only be achieved if
commitments extended beyond our governments, to
engage the hopes', good will, and efforts of our peoples,
too.
And in fact, the Helsinki Final Act did engage the
attention and enthusiasm of our peoples, because it
appealed to all that has bound European civilization
together over the centuries, and because it opened the
door to a better future. Thefinalact described ways to
span the gulfs, to break down at least some of the walls
that had been put in place since 1945. it offered a

tions alive.

These achievements are not negligible. They have
pointed the way we must take if we are to put our
relations on a better and more stable basis in the
future, and if we are to open up the possibility of
freedom for all Europeans.
And yet, 10 years after the signing of the Final Act,
no one can deny the gap between hope and perfor–
mance. Despite the real value of the final act as a
standard of conduct, the most important promises of a
decade ago have not been kept.
Let's look at the specifics.
in the final act. we all committed ourselves to treat
in a positive and humanitarian way the applications of
persons who wish to be reunited with members of their
family. Yet. over the past five years, the number of
Soviet citizens of Jewish nationality permitted to
emigrate, mainly for family reunification, fell from
over 51,000 to 896. The regrettable trend is the same
for Soviet citizens of German and Armenian nationa–
lity.
There are over 20 cases of American^Soviet
marriages in which the Soviet spouse has been denied
exit permission two or more times, in spite of specific
provisions of the Helsinki Final Act. Yury Balov–
lenkov, who married an American citizen in 1978, was

if any single lesson emerges from the history of the final act's first W years,
it is precisely
that the interests of individual
human beings are a
fundamental
part of security and stability in Europe.
definition of our common security that was both
comprehensive and precise, it gave the citizens of all
participating states the hope that they could develop
their full potential and contribute to a better, safer
world. But above all it sought to preserve the rights of
individuals.
The message of thefinalact was that we can reduce
the divisions in Europe, that wecan ease the sufferings
they have caused, and that we can someday hope to see
an undivided peaceful continent, if we are wise
enough, practical enough, dedicated enough.
We all knew that it would not be easy to turn our
hopes into reality. We knew that our expectations
about what could be would have to be tempered by
realism, that progress might come slowly. And we
knew that, as President Ford said. "History will judge
this conference not by what we say here today, but by
what we do tomorrow - not by the promises we make,
but by the promises we keep." But we also knew that
the goals and principles we set down here were worth
striving for.
The genius of thefinalact was that it was not merely

іon a hunger strike from March 25 to July 4 protesting
:six years of continued denial. He has seen only one of
іhis two daughters and is in terribly weakened health.
The final act confirms the right of the individual to
!know and act upon the provisions of the agreement.
Yet the citizens' group set up in Moscow to monitor
іimplementation of the final act'in the Soviet Union
іdisbanded in September .1982 for fear of further
і
persecution.
Here is a group of enthusiastic Soviet
^citizens who were pleased and proud of the decision of
іtheir government to sign the Helsinki Final Act. Yet
іtoday. Yuri Orlov, the group's founder, languishes in
іremote Siberian exile after seven years in a labor
(camp. Founding member Anatoly Shcharansky,
іimprisoned on a false charge in 1977, has completed
Іhis term in the notorious Chistopol prison and is now
іserving out the rest of his 13-year sentence in one of the
іmost brutal of Soviet labor camps, imprisoned group
іmember Anatoly Marchenko, currently serving a 12'year sentence, has been permitted no correspondence
wit!i his family fqr more than a year. Group member
lvan Kovalyov's health has reportedly deteriorated

We cannot talk about the Helsinki process without talking about human
beings, for they are supposed to be the true beneficiaries of the Helsinki
Final Act.
an expression of goals and principles: it was also a
program of practical steps for turning our hopes into
reality, it provided a standard toward which to strive
and against which to measure our behavior. Perhaps
we shall not soon see the day when all nations-meet
that standard, but the effort, in and of itself, could lead
to a more secure peace, greater individual freedom,
and thus a greater fulfillment of Europe's vast
potential.
Can we look back over the past 10 years and see
some limited progress? І believed the answer is yes.
though the reality of Europe's division remains. Let us
review these past 10 years, and, in keeping with the
wisdom of the final act. let us judge the progress in the
most practical, concrete terms. Pious declarations are
cheap. Real progress can only be seen in its effect on
human beings.
The final act has had some practical effect.
Today, journalists travel more easily between our
countries. Large numbers of citizens in some East
European countries have been reunited with their
families in the West. By recalling what had been hoped
for and what had seemed possible when the final act
was signed, our review conferences at Belgrade and
Madrid helped keep those hopes and possibilities
alive. So. too. our recent meetings in Ottawa and our
current negotiations in Stockholm keep our aspira–

badly since his transfer to a labor camp. His wife and
fellow group member Tatyana Osipova recently had
her own five-year labor camp sentence extended by
two years.
The founder of a peace group in Moscow, Sergei
Batovrin, was first harassed, then put in a psychiatric
ward, and then, when he persisted in advocating peace
the way so many thousands of young people do in
other countries, he was thrown out of his native land
altogether. Other peace activists have met similar
fates, as have those struggling for womens' rights and
free trade unions. The founders of a Social Democra–
tic party in Moscow were jailed in January of this year.
On June 14. Bogdan Lis. Adam Michnik and
Wladyslaw Frasyniuk were sentenced in Gdansk to
terms ranging from two and a half to three and a half
years on charges having nothing ostensibly to do with
their real "crime" of leading the fight for free trade
unionism — a right recognized in the concluding
document of the Madrid Review Meeting, in the
Soviet Union, viadimir Klebanov's efforts to found a
free trade union put him in a psychiatric hospital for
four years."
Nor has abuse of psychiairic treatment been limited
to trade unionists and peace activists, in Ukraine,
viadimir Khailo. an'Evangelical Baptist, has been
(Continued on page 10)
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Annual men's, mixed doubles tourney held at Soyuzivka
K.ERHONKSON. N Y .
W;isyl
Manko and Eugene Olyncc of the
Tryzub Sports Club captured the men's
title, while Lcda Sawchak of Tryzub
and her partner. Denys Oorny of the
Carpathian Ski Club, won the mixed
doubles during the annual doubles
tennis tournament held at the resort of
the Ukrainian National Association.
Soyuzivka. during the weekend of
August 10-11.
Thirteen pairs competed in the men's
division. The duo of Manko and Olyncc
won its final by beating former cham–
pions Zcnon Snylyk and George Saw–
chak by a score of 6-І; 6-І.
in the semifinals. Manko-Olynec
defeated brothers Denys and Kornylo
Czorny. 6-3. 7-6 (7-2)' while Snylyk–
Sawchak were victorious over Adrian
Kutko and Roman Cikalo. 3-6.6-0.6-4.
-

(Continued on page 10)

Tennis players who competed in the men's and mixed doubles tournament at Soyuzivka.

Kugene Olynec (left) and Wasyl Manko receive the men's doubles trophy from
Soyuzivka manager John Kabkewvch and Miss Sotuzivka Marianna Sosiak.

The mixed doubles champs, l.eda Sawchak and"Defiys Czorny,"are congratulated
on their win by the Soyuzivka manager and Miss Soyuzivka 1985.

56 youths attend dance camp,
present colorful concluding program
KKRHONKSON. NY.
H fly-six
young dancers presented a colorful
program of folk dances from various
regions of Ukraine here on Friday.
August 9. The event was the culmina–
tio'n of the two-week dance camp
directed by the well-known prima
ballerina and choreographer Roma
Pryma-Bohachcvsky here at the Soyu–
z.ivka resort of the Ukrainian National
Association.
The dancers, ranging in age from 10
to 17 and hailing from throughout the
United States and Canada, took their
audience on a captivating journey
' through Ukraine by way of dances. The
dances were from Huisulshchyna. l.em–
kivshchyna. Transcarpathia. l'odillia.
Poltavshchyna and Kievshchyna. The
finale featured the magnificent Zaporo–
zhian Hppak. There seemed to be no
end to the applause in the capacity-filled
veselka hali.
The program was cmcced by Daria
Jakubowych. the dance camp's ad–
ministrativc director. Nadia Semchuk
and Nadia Bohachevsky provided the
musical accompaniment.
At the conclusion of the program.
John O. His. supreme president of the
Ukrainian National Association thanked
Ms. Pryma-Bohachevsky for conduct–
ing such a successful camp and invited
her to return next year to direct another
dance camp at Soyuzivka. Turning to
the young dancers, he encouraged them
tо continue dancing in their hometowns by cither joining existing en–
scmb!cs or. in time, establishing their
own troupes.

During the course of the two-week
camp, the participants practiced for six
hours daily, instruction was provided
for all levels of expertise, from beginners
to advanced.
Ms. Pryma-Bohachevsky wasassistcd
by several instructors: Borys Bbhachev–
sky. Michael Lewytsky, Orest Dekajlo.
Michael Wowk. Anya Bohachevsky.
l.ida Zalutsky. Cathy Caballero, She–
rida Romero and Oiesya Buk.
At the conclusion of the Friday
evening program the younger dancers
presented bouquets of flowers to Ms.
Pryma-Bohachevsky and all the in–
structors.

John O. His thanks Roma Prynia-Bo!iacnevsRy

Among the youngest dancers was this couple.-
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Soyuzivka summers: a worker's fond reminiscence
by Orysia Paszczak Tracz
For Pan Kwas, upon his retirement.

hard way, never to agree. to do something if you don't have the time to do it.
To this day 1 regret disappointing him.
CONCLUSION
The late Prof, ivan Zadorozny was
program director for a season or two. І
We were fortunate to have the adult think that it was under his direction that
members of the staff that we had. the first concerts including the workers
Danny Slobodian, an integral part of were staged. We had a most talented
Soyuzivka, was part of a generation of bunch of people working there. Some of
U krainian Canadians whom 1 had never the marvelous voices included those of
met before: the second generation, the Lesia Waskiw Kuropas, Chrystia Kar–
real Ukrainian Americans, who grew up pevych. and Myrosia Narozhniak Hrab
in the 1930s and 1940s. They, and their (what an alto!). Our female choir was
parents, are the ones to whom the "new" also quite good, thanks to Prof. Z's
immigration (post-World War ll) should direction. And even though rehearsals
be eternally grateful. We arrived to an were mostly during our free time, 1 don't
established and thriving Ukrainian remember too many complaints. What
community thanks to them, in the an opportunity it was to perform before
smugness of some of us and our parents, the weekend crowd. Even 1 had a chance
we must remember this.
to dance, recite poetry, sing in the choir,
One memory of perennially pipe- and serve as master of ceremonies for a
puffing Danny stands out. On my day few events.
off, he gave me a ride to Kingston. The
The late Prof. Waskiw was the night
drive back was especially sad, because watchmen. A tiny man, he had the
he was bringing back from the vet the longest eyebrows 1 had ever seen. І can
body of Chemny, the Soyuzivka mas- still see him walking down the road,
cot. That Chemny had earned his keep. flashlight in hand and Chemny by his
There were many times when he was a side. 1 shouldn't remember that scene,
big help. One time he followed a toddler because it was after curfew. Well, this is
who had wandered away, and stayed a confession of something Pan Kwas
with him until they were both found. probably knew anyway.
Danny brought Chemny back and
Pani Kwasnycia came to Soyuzivka
buried him near veselka.
to cook for special occasions, to help
Pan Andrij (Andrij Lesiw), the chef, out. She always prepared delicious hors
seemed to live in the kitchen. No matter d'oeuvres and pastries, especially during
when 1 went down there, he was there the off-season, when it was not so
working. He was very observant, and rushed. One little girl wanted to know if
saw through all the facades and preten– Pan Kwas and Pani Kwasnycia were
tions of the workers and the guests. But Mr. and Mrs. Then there was the
he liked people, and was sincerely abscntminded doctor who had heard of
concerned about the well-being of the Pan Kwas from friends and, upon
workers. He was always joking, and meeting him said. "How do you do.
some of those jokes were real groaners. 1 Pane Borshch."
regret not listening more to his rcmini–
The instructors of tHe Cultural
scences of his experiences in Europe.
Courses were also interesting people.
Pan v'olodymyr Berizka was the Too bad 1 never had the opportunity
Soyuzivka handyman who could fix then to take some courses myself. And
anything. He was also patient, as І at Soyuzivka 1 had a second opportu–
experienced when on a busy day he still nity to meet some Canadians. Peter
found time^to look for a contact lens in Marunchak and his dancers from Mon–
the drain of our sink. 1 remember him treal spoke not"half-na-piv"lhe way we
smiling, with his wicked eyebrows, Ukrainian Americans sometimes do.
wicked grin and wicked jokes. There No, they were tri-lingual, mixing Ukrai–
was one weekend when we could have nian, English and French into one
had a foresters' convention — present sentence! Some, like Zoriana Hry–
on the grounds were Messrs. Berizka, cenko-Luhova (Winnipeg and Mon–
Hrab, Dub and Smereka (birch, elm. treal) and Mykhailo and Halia Wawry–
oak and spruce).
shyn (Toronto), whom 1 met there, are
Pani Osidach was the head house- like family now.
keeper. She had beautiful white hair,
Then there was Pan Kwas himself.
striking light blue eyes -rimmedwith
dark eyelashes and eyebrows, and a
lovely smile. She had a clear soprano,
and whenever the cantor was un–
available, she lead the singing during
liturgy at the chapel.
Father Lubomyr Husar was Soyu–
zivka's chaplain. Now he is the arch–
mandrite of the Studites in Rome. 1
remember well first meeting him at the
SUM-A camp in nearby Ellenville,
because as a 10- or 11-year-old, Ї
actually listened to and understood his
sermons. He never talked down to the
campers, but spoke intelligently and
understandably. Everyone loved and
respected Father Husar. We were
honored that he performed ourmarriage
ceremony. St. volodymyr's Chapel
(there was no church then) was a
beautiful setting for prayer and inspira–
tion. Surrounded by the woods, people
could worship peacefully, with nature,
it was casual, but reverent.
Messrs. Denibitsky and Lechitsky
(both now deceased) were pensioners
who lived at Soyuzivka. Mr. Dembit–
sky always had Chemny at his side,
especially alter losing his sight. Mr.
Lechitsky was always active, young in
outlook ::nd always had ideas for new
Walter Kwas
things to do. He taught :ne ,i lesson tin-

Certainly not an easy man to work for.
Some of the workers may consider that
an understatement. Onetime, 1 was sure
he was ready to throw the electric
typewriter at me (1 had messed up an
important reservation). But, usually, his
anger dissipated quickly, and that
sheepish smile would return. І saw that
smile often, especially after Pan Kwas
ranted and raved about a lost file he
swore he had left on his desk, right on
top. І would go into his other office, in
his room, and of course it would be
there, only a hallway away.
He expected good work and, dedi–
cation, and did not tolerate laziness. "1
give youfire!"— a favorite expression,
really meant "ГІ1 fire you." The boys in
the kitchen heard it one extremely
frustrating weekend,-when one of the
guys answered the phone thus: "Heaven,
God speaking." Pan Kwas was on the
other end... Some weekends (make that
all weekends) were maddening, espe–
cially when the electricity stopped, or
the switchboard was on the blink, or
when something else unexpectedly
broke down or was not delivered.
Somehow we managed to survive the
crisis, with Pan Kwas in all places
seemingly at the same time. This was in
the pre-Kwasmobiie era.
He was a good judge of character, not
only in matchmaking, but in matching
job and worker. After a conversation or
two, he knew who would make a good
chambermaid, cocktail waitress, pool
boy, dishwasher, or whatever. Usually,
personality and job fitted perfectly.
Some workers complained that he was
good only to those he liked, but then he
liked industry, initiative and interest.
He cared about all the workers, was
concerned about them, and tried to help
in family and personal problems, if he
could, it must have been very difficult
for the new Soyuzivka manager to
follow a legend... l'm sure all he heard
for the first year was "but Pan Kwas did
it this way."
Prominent guests
it was at Soyuzivka that 1 was fortu–
nate to meet prominent Ukrainian
artists and performers whom 1 would
not have met otherwise at such an early
and impressionable time in my life.
There І bought my first Jacques Hniz–
dovsky woodcut, and will always re-

member how kind Mr. Hnizdovsky was
to his student customers. To this day 1
regret not buying one of his oil paint–
ihgs of vegetables or fruits (couldn't
afford it). They still haunt me - the
bunch of green onions tied with a string,
and the dark cherries falling out of a
paper bag (you could almost hear the
paper crinkling).
During my first Hnizdovsky exhibit
at veselka, it was a pleasant surprise to
discover that the owl 1 had cut out of
The New York Times Book Review and
had posted on my dorm bulletin board
was actually Hnizdovsky's "Owl," one
of the woodcuts illustrating "Poems of
John Keats"(Crowell, 1964). it was the
start of my owl collection. І still imagine
the Hnizdovskys in the kitchen,, with
Mrs. Hnizdovsky unable to prepare a
meal without her husband grabbing the
cabbage, or onion for a sketch. Maybe
it's Mr. H. who cooks. When visiting a
zoo, 1 see the animals, especially the
horned ones and the birds, in black and
white, a la Hnizdovsky. Even my indoor
and outdoor plants remind me of his
woodcuts — the ferns, the spider plant,
the lillies, etc.
Liuboslav Hutsaliuk had his. studio
near Lviv one summer, it was interest–
ing to visit with him, watch him paint
his drizzly landscapes, and listen to him
and Mrs. Hutsaliuk talk about all kinds
of interesting subjects. 1 was impressed
with their son Yarema. At the time he
was around 6 or 7, and this little kid's
Ukrainian vocabulary was remarkable.
1 remember his description of the
working parts of a toy pistol, with
words that 1 didn't know. Even though
he was an artist of internationalacclaim,
Mr. Hutsaliuk was very down to earth,
and. did not refuse the request of a lose–
struck-hcad bartender wnoasked him to
sketch a portrait of the girl in the office,
in fact, he drew two sketches. Hanging
on our walls, they are a special reminder
ol our courtship, and of a famous man
who was very generous with his time
and talent. 1 think Mr. Hutsaliuk even
enjoyed aiding and abetting this budding
romance.
І considered it a special honor to have
met Edward Kozak (Eko). At the time
he was painting the murals that hang in
the veselka hall. To me he was a most
remarkable individual. From the DP
camp in Germany my father had brought
(Continued on page 15)

Darjylo Slobodian
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for the record...
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world - in exile, probably still in Gorky. Even as І
speak, he may be in a hospital following his most
't
(Continued from page 7)
recent hunger strike on behalf of decent medical
-:^iterned in psychiatric hospitals since 1980 for his faith treatment for his beloved wife. Wc have reason to
;jind his efforts to emigrate with his wife and 15 believe he was force-fed to break his hunger strike.
children. He had refused an offer of freedom in
We cannot talk about the Helsinki process without
"exchange for renunciation of his faith.
talking about human beings, for they are supposed to
' І AH who would live an active religious life according be the true beneficiaries of the Helsinki Final Act. The
jo their faith, whether Christian. Jewish or Muslim, fate of these individuals, moreover, affects the actions
risk harassment, imprisonment or confinement in of thousands, maybe millions, by showing what
' psychiatric institutions. Baptists, Ukrainian and happens to those who dare exercise theirrightsand
Lithuanian Catholics. Russian Orthodox, Seventh freedoms.
Day Adventists and Pentecostals have all been
My country and most other countries represented
increasingly subject to repression. Dina Shvedsova, here remain committed to the goal of putting the
vasyl Kobryn. Father Alfonsas Svarinskas, Father program of the final act into practice in all of its
Gleb Yakunin. Pastor Nikolai Goretoi and Pastor provisions. We know that hard work and patience are
yiktor valter are only a few of the Christians currently needed. We believe that the truest tests of political
serving sentences of up to 12 years in prison or exile in intentions are actual steps to improve cooperation
the Soviet Union because of their faith. A small among states, to enhance contacts among people, and
cfommunity of Pentecostals from the village of to strengthen respect for individual rights. The
Chuguevka in the Soviet Far East has suffered provisions of thefinalact are indivisible. We must see
grievously in the past several months. Ten community progress in all areas. At next year's vienna Review
elders have been sentenced to up to five years in labor conference, we will have a chance to measure that
camp and the rest fired fr"om their jobs. Six families progress again.
have been threatened with losing custody of their
We are convinced that the future need not be as
children.
bleak as the recent past. As we look ahead toward the
.^4 At least 16 Jewish cultural activists, including nine next decade of the CSCE process, we should also look
teachers of the Hebrew language, have been arrested in back to the kinds of beneficial practical actions we
the Soviet Union since last July, and many have been listed then, and measure ourselves against the
Jonvicted on obviously trumped-up criminal charges standards we set.
We have an opportunity at the Stockholm Confe–
, ф three to four years of imprisonment and labor
camp, losif Berenshtein, currently serving a four-year rence tofindconcrete ways to increase confidence and
security in the military field. The package of specific
term, was savagely beaten and stabbed while in
measures proposed by the Western participants in
prison, and lost most of his vision. Yuly Edelshtein,
Stockholm addresses some of the causes of war —
Who is serving a three-year term, is reportedly
miscalculation and misinterpretation. These measures
undergoing repeated beatings in his labor camp in
can help ensure that existing forces are never used.
Siberia, as part of an effort "to exorcise his religious
They encourage greater openness about military
fanaticism," according to camp authorities.
forces and exchanges of information that would
Abuzakar Rahimov, a Muslim from Tashkent in
- Soviet Central Asia, was sentenced to seven years in a increase mutual understanding and reduce the risk of
surprise attack. As President Reagan stated in Dublin
strict-regime labor camp in 1982 for distributing
over a year ago, and more recently in Strasbourg, we
jnaterial about the islamic faith, including transia–
are
prepared to discuss the principle of non-use of
tipns from the Koran.
force, a principle to which the United States is
Last year in Czechoslovakia, seven priests and nuns
committed, if this will bring the Soviet Union to
were arrested for "obstructing state supervision over
negotiate agreements that give concrete meaning to
churches and religious orders."
that principle. A solution should be possible that adds
Щ Finally, the man who more than any other repre–
to our security and contributes to peace in Europe, and
sents the ideals enshrined in the final act — Andrei
thereby, ultimately, to a better life for our peoples. We
Sakharov - remains totally isolated from the outside

Mulroney...

front-runners for the job of heading the
new ministry. The Star said.
A spokesman for Mr. Murta told The
Speculation that a concerned Mr. Mul– Ukrainian Weekly that The Star's
roney intends to propose changes in his article was a "speculative story" and
denied that Mr. Mulroney was consi–
administration to repair the damage.
; The Canadian government's multi– dering creating a new ministry.
But a well-informed source from the
culturalism affairs are now handled by
Minister of Multiculturalism Jack Department of the Secretary of State
Murta, one of four Manitobans in the later told The Weekly that news about
Mulroney cabinet. Sources say that Mr. the proposed changes likely surfaced
"Murta has failed to achieve a high from the party's caucus from Metro–
profile during hisfirstyear in office and politan Toronto — the center of the sois likely to be dumped in the next called ethnic vote — which has been
putting pressure on Mr. Mulroney for
Cabinet shuffle.
3 David Crombie, a former Toronto ministry changes.
"The Toronto MPs are furious that
'mayor and now lndian affairs minister,
and Sports Minister Otto Jelinek are there's a western minister (in multicul–
"1

(Continued from page 1)

Annual men's...
m

(Continued from page 8)
in the men's consolation round, ihor
Hron and George Hrabec won over
brothers lhor and Mark Nadberezny,
6-3, 6-4.
The mixed doubles division featured
competition among eight couples. The
Sawchak-Czorny pair won thefinalby
overtaking Tanya Sawchak and Adrian
Kutko, 2-6. 6-І. 6-2. For Leda this
victory over the older sister was espe–
cially sweet as she celebrated her 16th

insure
and be sure,
Join the UNA

birthday that very day.
Sawchak-Czorny won their semifinal match by defeating a husband–
and-wife team, Anne and Peter Dubas.
The elder Miss Sawchak and Mr. Kutko
made it to the final by winning over
Ksenia Kyzyk and Alex Popovych 4^6.
л-16-І.
The doubles tourney is the second of
six tennis tournaments of the season at
Soyuzivka. The event was organized by
the Carpathian Ski Club, and the
tournament director was Roman Ra–
koczy. He was assisted by Messrs.
Sawchak, Snylyk, Popovych and Orest
Kyzyk.
During the awards ceremonies, tro–
phies were presented to winners by
Soyuzivka manager John Rabkewych.
Miss Soyuzivka 1985 Marianna Sosiak
and the tournament committee.
The next tournament scheduled to
take place at Soyuzivka is the USCAK
nationals on August .W-Septembcr 2,
the Labor Day weekend.
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are prepared to move ahead in all areas in Stockholm.
We can contribute to our common security, to a
more stable peace and to the future vitality of
European civilization by steps directly affecting
people's lives. The freedom of individuals to determine
their own destinies is not only a good ultimate
objective; it is also a'good place to start. Sustained
improvements are vital; but concrete steps - to
improve emigration, to allow spouses and dual
nationals to unite with loved ones, to release humanrights activists and religious teachers - these concrete
steps are also important.
Each of us has the obligation to press forward
wherever we can. One particularly urgent task is to
stop the spread of chemical weapons. Too many times
in recent years, these weapons have been brutally
employed, not only against military forces, but against
innocent civilians. The proliferation and use of these
weapons represent an ominous warning that longaccepted constraints are breaking down. We must all
look to the steps we can take to halt the use of these
weapons now to prevent further proliferation, and to
invigorate the effort in Geneva to move towards a
verifiable treaty that would genuinely ban these
weapons forever.
The United States and the Soviet Union have an
opportunity to help build a more secure world in the
arms control negotiations currently under way in
Geneva.
And in November our leaders will meet to examine
the whole spectrum of issues before us. We are ready
and willing to seize the opportunity. Let our two
countries begin the patient, serious work of resolving
problems and reaching agreements of benefit to us
both, and to other countries as well.
Steps to reduce weapons and enhance security, steps
to enhance economic and other exchanges, and steps
to relieve the suffering and enrich the lives of
individuals — all these reinforce each other. They are
part of the same -broad program of security and
cooperation enshrined in the Helsinki Final Act.
Taken together, they could lead us toward a new era in
relations in Europe - one that could bring alive once'
again the promise of Helsinki and the larger promise
of European history.
They are not massive or difficult steps to take. But
they are important; they have a larger meaning. They
require only courage and political will on the part of all
of us.
. -- --

turalism)," the source said. "There's no
doubt that the pressure is there."
Joe O'Donnell, a member of The
Star's Ottawa bureau and the author of
the report, told The Weekly that he was
surprised that Mr. Mulroney denied "so
categorically" the news of the ministry
changes. He added that sources from
the Department of Employment and
immigration and other government
departments provided him with the
news of the proposed changes.
Most of Canada's 100 or so ethno–
cultural communities would benefit
from the proposed changes, a secretary
of state official said. However, the
source indicated that the Ukrainian
community "is already well-connected"
to the existing Multiculturalism Direc–
torate and would face the task of
establishing new contacts and strategies
if the changes are implemented.
Ukrainian organizations in Canada
outdistance many other communities in
the number of dollars they receive in

multiculturalism grants. The funds are
used for a variety of cultural and
community development purposes —
from the funding of Ukrainian-English
bilingual education programs and
academic conferences to concert tours
and festivals. Last year, under the
previous Liberal government, the com–
munity received some S 100.000 from
the multiculturalism program for the
film "Harvest of Despair " and other
famine research projects.
Although the proposed changes
would not necessarily provide increased
funding to groups, it would make the
program less vulnerable to government
cut-backs, sources say. A full-fledged
department would have its own budget,
and the minister would have more clout
in cabinet.
An all-party House of Commons
committee established by the previous
Liberal government to study racism
recommended last year that a fullfledged department be established.

Solidarity...

and working as a gardener or a tractor
driver. He learned Polish from television, reading fairytales and comics
and later graduating to underground
publications and Solzhenitsyn.
Eventually he was sent to the U.S.
Embassy, but the consulate officer
turned him away, and he wandered the
streets of Warsaw for hours before he
found his way back to his friends.
Finally, at the end of June he was on his
way to the West, trusting the Polish
Solidarity leaders who had never let him
down.
Mr. Kempe asked him if he did not
resent the United States for not helping
him? "1 didn't have any experience of
American democracy,"said Sasha,"so І
couldn't be disappointed'in it." -

(Continued from page 3)
plant or not; when they discovered the
Soviet manhunt getting under way,
however, they believed his story.
Martial law

He was taken to the Swedish Em–
bassy to appeal for help, but was told to
return later with a Russian interpreter.
Within three days, however, martial law
was declared and he was taken to safety
by the parents of the Solidarity member
who was looking after him. only hours
before she herself was arrested.
He regained contact with Solidarity
four months later, moving frequently
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Polish-Ukrainian...
(Continued from page 4)
Ukrainians faces a common enemy in
the fundamentally anti-European
Russocentric Soviet state, the speaker
concluded, this opportunity must not be
allowed to slip through our fingers.
Dr. Mace addressed the second
session of the gathering on Sunday
morning, speaking on the topic "Ukrai–
nian Dissent and Poland's Struggle."
The speaker began by stressing the
immediate importance of Ukraine's fate
to Poland's: "Astute Poles have long
recognized that, while Poland might be
free even if Ukraine remains enslaved,
Poland can never be secure if its eastern
border is dominated by a Russocentric
empire commanding the entire North
Eurasian land mass; Poland can have
freedom and security only if the nations
which lie between Poland and Russia
are able to enjoy cultural vitality,
national freedom and political indepen–
dence.
Even before the birth of Solidarity
said Dr. Mace," Jacek KurOn of KOR
made this argument in the uncensored
Polish press, in the heyday of Solidar–
nosc, Poles attempted to contact Ukrai–
nians by almost every means ima–
ginable, even tying bundles of Ukrai–
nian-language Solidarnosc literature to
helium baloons which would carry them
eastward."
"But they virtually ignored the only
real organic connection between
Ukraine and Poland, the 400.000 Ukrai–
nians who reside in Poland who often
have close ties of family kinship and
personal frienships with Soviet Ukrai–
nians," he continued. "Poles saw the
Ukrainian community in Poland only
as a question of toleration fora national
minority, and the record was mixed,
offering a number of noteworthy steps
toward mutual understanding and
outbreaks of the old prejudices which
are still with us."
"in reality, the Ukrainian question in
Poland is both a minority question and
geopolitical question, because anything
happening to Ukrainians in Poland
quickly reverberates in Ukraine, if
Poland wants to stimulate develop–
ments in Ukraine, it must recognize that
the stimulus is most likely to come to
Ukraine through the Ukrainians al–
ready living in their midst," he said.
Dr. Mace stressed the importance of
western Ukraine, where memories of
Polish rule in the interbellum period are
strong, to the development of the
contemporary Ukrainian movement as
a whole. As he put it, "When we speak
of nationally conscious political non-

Gajauskas...
(Continued from page 2)
it has more victims than international
war. it has no front lines. The front is
invisible, it is everywhere: in offices,
factories, villages and cities. The anta–
gonists are the government and the
nation. The government wages merci–
less warfare on the nation."
Mr. Gajauskas went on to say that
every nation wants peace, but that
"without freedom, a nation cannot be
happy."
"The peace of the Bolshevik empire is
the peace of the concentration camps.
That is what we have now. Peace pro–
ponents outside the USSR freely pre–
sent their demands and demonstrate
their convictions. We. who have the
-;,pcace of the Bojshevik empire, cannot
express OIK views freely. Wc gaze
through prison bats, and concentration
camp ba^d–wire a n d i ^ i h a t ^ c ^ ; a y
ol sftscalkd friends of fifcacc leads dtrcci–
lv to us.
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conformity in Ukraine, we are really
speaking of western Ukraine and the
city of Kiev, in the rest of Ukraine, we
hear little about the Ukrainian national
movement, although past experience
both in 1917 and during the second
world war indicates that long-quiescent
areas of Ukraine can rapidly become
strongly assertive of their Ukrainian
nationality if given a chance."
"But, for the present, the evidence
seems to indicate that most cities
outside western Ukraine are so Russi–
fied that in matters of dissent the
Moscow-oriented Russian dissident
movement is stronger than its Ukrai–
nian counterpart. Thus, Western U–
kraine has played a role in the develop–
ment of Ukrainian political conscious–
ness disproportionate to its size. Of 17
underground groups of Ukrainians
whose members were arrested from
1958 to 1973, 10 were located in Western
Ukraine," he noted.
Dr. Mace devoted the bulk of his
presentation to a capsule history of the
Ukrainian movement since 1958, stress–
ing its continuity and development, up to
the recent arrest of Yosyf Terelia, leader
of the initiative Group for Defense of
Believers and the Church in Ukraine.
He concluded by returning to his
original point, that a national move–
ment remarkably well-developed by
Soviet standards has arisen and con–
tinues to exist in Ukraine, especially in
western Ukraine; that Poland's Ukrai–
nians have close connections with
friends and relatives especially in
western Ukraine; and that the most
effective way for Poles to overcome the
mutual prejudice that has arisen between
Ukrainians and Poles, as well as to
stimulate the defense of human and
national rights in Ukraine, is to recog–
nize the importance of and work for the
improvement of the status of the Ukrai–
nian community in Poland.
A lively discussion followed both
presentations, and after Dr. Mace's talk
the gathering decided that the usual
collection of funds to help the work of
Poland's Catholic University of Lublin
be replaced by a collection for the use of
Ukrainian community groups in Po–
land.
Following the discussion, a Ukrai–
nian Catholic liturgy was celebrated by
Msgr. Stephen Chomko of Hartford,
who took the opportunity to inform the
largely Polish grouR about Eastern Rite
practices, to stress the role of different
rites in enriching the traditions of the
Catholic Church, and to inform the
group about the difficult situation of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church in Poland.
"The modern slavery of the 20th
century will grow even more. Peace
cannot be bought at the price of
!recdom. Peace must be honorable and
humane, without chains, without pri–
sons, without concentration camps,
without physical or moral terror," he
concluded.
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The struggle...
(Continued from page 2) '
kilometers", in order to participate in
this program. Such special units have
produced good results in the Odessa
and Kiev Oblasts, says Mr. Romanenko,
and should be organized everywhere:
"The return tthat one getsj is not only
and not solely that the farms are
augmented by additional labor. Seeing
those who are being treated and getting
healthy, others also take a look at their
bearings in life... And this means that
there are fewer 4otally lost causes.' " An additional form of treatment of
alcoholics discussed by the Ukrainian
minister of health is the "narcological
unit" (narkologicheskiy kabinct) or–
ganized on a khozrazchct basis, which is
intended for individuals who arc at an
early stage of alcoholism. Patients arc
guaranteed anonymity, which makes
them especially popular. A recent
interview with the chief physician of one
such "narcological unit" in Kiev focused
on the daily activities of its personnel,
revealing that in the course of one year
an average of 2,000 people underwent
treatment and therapy.
According to Mr. Romanenko, such
units will shortly be opened in all oblast
centers and major cities in the republic,
in addition, "narcological units" arc
being organized at narcological dispen–
sarics, where alcoholics can be treated
anonymously in the evening hours. Also
being planned are special units in the
dispensaries for the purpose of conduct–
ing "goal-oriented and hard-hitting
anti-alcohol propaganda."
The Soviet Ukrainian media, like that
of the other republics, has devoted a
great deal of attention to the campaign
against alcoholism in conjunction with
the resolution of the Central Commit–
tec of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union that was announced in
May and the ensuing legislation that
took effect on June 1. Most of these
reports have been largely propagandis–
tic in nature, urging lower-level party

and government functionaries to play a
more effective role in the campaign.
There have also been complaints from
readers that the campaign against
drunkenness has had little or no visible
impact in their plant or village.
Ukrainian Minister of internal
Affairs 1 van D. Gladush has also made
his contribution to the campaign in the
press along with other functionaries of s^lthe ministry, emphasizing the law;
order aspect of the new legislat
Pravda Ukrainy even carried
purported to be a theoretical article'
candidate of philosophical sciences who'
attempted to explain why alcoholism
was "in the nature of things" in capitalist countries but somehow "incidental"
in socialist systems. Mr. Romancnko's contribution is
much more informative about what
steps have already been taken and what
measures are planned in the future to
deal with a major social and economic
problem. The seriousness with which
authorities arc viewing alcoholism in
Ukraine may perhaps be judged by the
fact that recently two new scientific
institutions have been established in the
republic that will tackle the problem.
The first is a branch of the notorious
Scrbsky institute that was established in
Kiev at the end of 1984 and is undcr.thc
directorship of Anatoliy Dcnisovych
Rcvcnok. The Scrbsky institute itself
will provide the base for an Ail-Union
Center for the Medical-Biological
Prevention of Alcoholism, and the
activities of the Kiev branch of the
institute follow from the work undertaken by the parent institution. These
developments were revealed in an
article that was published in conjunc–
tion with the third international sympo–
sium on "The Biological Bases of
Alcoholism" that was held in Kiev. The
fact that the Ukrainian capital was
selected as the venue for the meeting is
perhaps notentirely coincidcntal.Thc
second is a republican narcological
center, which has now been organized
within the Kharkiv Scientific Research
flnstitute of Neurology and Psychiatry.

cooperation with the most vicious and
Naturalized citizens...
treacherous force in the world: the
(Continued from page S)
Soviet KGB.
Recently, the OSl has also started an
continued existence from unsuspecting
U.S. legislators and by exploiting the investigation of the wartime activities of
emotional trauma of Holocaust sur– German (Penemunde) scientists in this
vivors. Officials of the OS1, using country who have been involved in our
taxpayers' money, travel extensively . space program and the development of
across the country, speaking to various space defense weapons. One wonders if
groups in order to gain support for this trie motives of the OSl are really
self-serving agency, in the process, they directed toward ferreting out Nazi war
are defaming entire selected communi– criminals or toward weakening and de–
ties of Americans who dare to criticize bilitating our security and defense
them or suggest oversight monitoring of systems? Do we have a Trojan horse in
their operations and their far-reaching our midst?

1985 tennis season at Soyuzivka
USCAK Nationals
UNA invitational
Plast
KLK

August 30 - September 2
September 14-15
September 28-29
October 12-13

veteran political prisoner
Mr. Gajauskas, an elc6friclan, was
born February 26, 1926. and was first
sentenced in 1948 to 25 years in labor
camps for treason, terrorism and "antiSoviet agitation and propaganda." He
was rearrested in 1977 and sentenced in
1978 to 10 years' hard labor and five
years' exile for "anti-Soviet agitation
and propaganda."
He is currently sen inu his scntence'in
Perm Labor Camp No. .46-1 ;md bc–
causc of this series of articles, the
Lithuanian information Center report–
cd. he bm been deftuid visits with his
wife:

HELP WANTED
Editorial assistantXassistant editor
Requirements: training in journalism or related field, writing
experience, knowledge of Ukrainian language.
Salary commensurate with experience and qualifications; good
benefits.
Send resume, reference and clippings to: The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30
. Montgomery St., Jersey-City, N.J. 07302.
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MORTGAGE OFF1CER - EXPER1ENCED
Due to our continuous growth Trident Federal Savings ft loan Association has an opening
for an experienced Mortgage Officer. We offer a salary commensurate with experience and a
excellent benefits package.
excelent benefits package. Knowledge of Ukrainian language helpfull.

Call 371-1120

TELLERS
Full Time - Will train
jj
Excellent benefit package
Please call for an appointment or visit our 767 Sanford Avenue.
Newark. N: J. branch.
Call 371-1120
. і
T R I D E N T FEDERAL S A V I N G S g. Ю А І І A S S O C I A T I O N

767 Sanford Avenue;
Newark, N. J.
2013711120
:
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MAKAR'S JEWELRY
STORE 8. SHOP
2022 Morris Avenue m Union. NL J. 07083
(201)686-1931 і
on wide variety of beautiful chains imported from ltaJy and gold
(14 and 18 carat) watches. Al?o large selection of earrings and
many other items at discount prices, j
ш Diamond rings and earrings
ш A large selection of jewelry made of 14 and 18 carat gold, silver and enamel, crafted
to your specifications or in our own designs,
a Ukrainian tryzubs (tridents) in various styles and sizes.
ш Bulk orders are accepted from shops as well as individuals 8. churches.
u Write tor tree catalogues.
Open: Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday - 10-6 o'clock. Thursday 8. Friday - 10-8:30 p.m.
Saturday - 10-6:30 p.rri,

Announcing . . .
A Major Work on

Genocide b Terrorism in

Ukraine:
E w a l d Ammende's HUMAN LIFE;IN RUSSIA is the
long unavailable history of the "Hidden Holocaust"
and the cover-up which prevented! news of the star–
vation of nearly 7,000,000 Ukrainians from being
reported in the West during 1931-1934. Ammende,
a professional humanitarian whose career is
, markedly similar to that of Raoul Wallenberg a
decade later, gathered eye-witness testimony on the
Famine as a means of exposing the awful truth of
the genocide and terrorism thjen occuring in
Ukraine. As such, his work is orjje of the earliest
histories of the Gulag, wherein jthe Archipelago
consisted of an entire nation to be punished for its
opposition to totalitarianism. Human Life in Russia
has long been unobtainable; we make it available
with the hope that the lesson of the Ukrainian
Famine will not be lost on our times. The book, 330
pages in a cloth binding and striking jacket, is well
illustrated and documented; it belongs in every collection of books on Ukraine.
CUP AND MA1L TO:
John T. Zubal, inc. - Publishers
2969 West 25th Street - Cleveland, OH 44113
Phone: 216-241-7640 - - Telex: 298256 ZUBAL UR
Please send .

. copyr"copies of

HUMAN LIFE IN RUSSIA to:

STREET ADDRESS:.
cmvsTATE;ziP:
My check in the amount of.
. (113.95 per copy)
plus 11.85 postage per copy is enclosed.
NOTE: Ohio residents roust add .91 sales tax per copy.
^ ORDERS SH1PPED THROUCHOUT THE U.S. BY U.P.S.
SAME DAY PAYMENT 1S RECEivED
ORDERS TO OTHER COUNTR1ES SENT BY POST
MUMfAvtaiilivi i M A t U i r t l U M t t ю м н A^i^ve.fcW^W"." тціші^ліїл ще
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OS 1 campaign...

organizations were investigated by the
FB1. All three were exonerated by FB1
Director J. Edgar Hoover. That, how–
ever. did not stop the Soviet disinfor–
mation campaign which continued in
pro-Soviet publications in the United
States and in numerous books. Re–
cently a book titled "American Swa–
stika" was published, it repeats the
allegations originally published in proSoviet publications in the 1940s.
it is clear that the Soviet Union is
attempting to orchestrate the whole
"war criminals" issue to discredit antiSoviet groups such as Ukrainians and
other East Europeans.
The results of the anti-Ukrainian
campaign of the 1930s and 1940s were
the freezing of bank accounts of Ukrai–
nian leaders and the departure from the
community of thousands of Ukrainian
Americans for fear of implication.
The current attacks on the com–
munity must be halted oral! Ukrainians
will be tainted. The true facts of what
occurred in Ukraine during the war
must be researched and published.
Over 80 percent of the Ukrainian
American community were born in the
United States. Yet, the defamation
campaign in books and newspapers
suggest that most, if not all, Ukrainians
are guilty of "anti-Semitism" and "war
crimes."
The Ukrainian American community
has finally awakened to this threat to its
very existence. Efforts are under way to
challenge the allegations and libelous
articles which are appearing. What is
critical to the effort is to secure con–
gressional oversight hearings into the
tactics utilized by the OSl. in indi–
vidual cases, judges have ruled that
witnesses for the government have
perjured themselves and the evidence
has been forged.
' ....-. „
That is not enough. The Congress
must review what has been happening
and enact legislation, if needed, to
guarantee that the rights of Americans
are protected from the overzealousness
of the OSl and the manipulation of the
Soviet Union. Then the OSl can pro–
ceed in a legal manner to search out any
war criminals that may live in the
United States.
This is an issue that is vital to all
Ukrainians as Ukrainian Americans
and'as Americans. Our community is
fender attack, and the American judicial
system with all its rights and protections
is being assaulted.

(Continued from page 5)
crimes, if that were ail. then the pro–
blem would not be as serious as it is. The
precedents being created are violations
of due process and the rights of the
accused, in addition, we have created a
two-tier citizenship. Any naturalized
citizen is subject to de-naturalization
and deportation anytime in his life.
There is no statute of limitations on his
"misrepresentation." and charges can be
brought many years after the potential
witnesses have died, weakening any
chance for a defense.
The other aspect of this whole pro–
blem which raises many questions is the
campaign being conducted in the media
which suggests that most Ukrainians.
Lithuanians. Latvians and Estonians
are "anti-Semitic" or "Fascist." Mr.
Ryan himself has contibuted to this
campaign with his coments in his book
"Quiet Neighbors" which suggest that
there are thousands of war criminals
living in the United States. He also
pulled quotes out of context to show
that Ukrainians were worse than Ger–
mans when it came to killing Jews.
To better understand what is going
on. it is necessary to go back to the
1930s. At that time there were basically
three U krainian organizations that were
prominent in the United States — the
United Hetman Organization (UHO).
the Ukrainian National Association
(UNA) and the Organization for the
Rebirth of Ukraine (ODWU). All three
were viciously anti-Communist and antiSoviet.
in 1936 the UHO was investigated by
the FB1 at the request of the U.S. State
Department. Attached to the request
was the Roosevelt-Litvinov Agreement
in which both countries agreed "not to
permit the formation or residence on its
territory of any organization or group...
which has as its aim the overthrow... or
the bringing about by force of a change
in the political or social order."
Also in 1936, a defamation campaign
against Ukrainians in America was
initiated by American Communists and
their Popular Front allies. UkrainianAmericans opposed to Soviet rule in
Ukraine were branded "Fascists" and
"Nazis." The UHO, UNA and ODWU
were mentioned during a House UnAmerican Activities hearing and ac–
cused of having "Nazi ties" in 1939.
Between 1940 and 1945, all three
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UKRAINIAN HERITAGE DEFENSE COMMITTEE
and the
SUPREME EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
of the
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
call upon you to

DONATE FUNDS
tor their work and actions:
1. To promote the Ukrainian Story
2. To counter inaccuracies about Ukrainians
3. To protect the civil rights of Ukrainians
Please mail donations by check or money-order to:

UKRAINIAN HERITAGE DEFENSE FUND
c7o Ukrainian National Association
30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City. N.J. 07302
and include the following form, completed with the amount of donation, your name
and address.
Amount of donation
Name
No anil SuWl
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Serbsky institute...
(Continued from page 2)
mentally well. Dr. Marat vartanyan.
Or. Snezhevsky's deputy, maintains
that Soviet dissidents are not being
misdiagnosed. When asked about the
case of former Red Army Gen. Petro
Grigorenko, he said: "He's a remarkable man, but he got involved with
the Crimean Tatars - he just got
fixed on them and on a few other
causes. When he was re-examined he
was in the states away from that
setting and that stress, and he was
O.K."
Few Soviet psychiatrists would be
willing to jeopardize their future by
refusing to c o m p r o m i s e clinical
judgement and conscience in the case
of political dissidents. Among the
few who did refuse is the Kiev psy–
chiatrist Dr. Semyon Gluzman, who
spent 10 years in prisons, labor
camps and internal exile for publi–
cally disagreeing with the official
diagnoses made of Gen. Grigorenko
and Mr. Plyushch, and for educating
dissidents on how to avoid being
framed as psychotics.
Dissidents have also reported that
their "diagnosis" consisted of a few
conversations with a psychiatrist
assigned to their case and then about
10 minutes in front of a psychiatric
commission that recommends the
measures to be applied to them. Both
in the Serbsky institute and else–
where. diagnoses are based almost
exclusively on "subjective" observa–
tions; objective testing methods are
put to little use.
As to the rehabilitation of alcoho–
lics. the Serbsky institute in Moscow
will provide the base for an All–
Union Center for the Medical-Biolo–
gical Prevention of Alcoholism, and
the activities of the Kiev branch are
to follow from the work undertaken
by the parent institution. Hopefully,
the work undertaken in this sphere
will be less nefarious.

Хмелі in Wildwood

;

злтвл

August 24,1965
ШИ НаІШІб PacificAvenue
Wildwooa,N.j.
(Password far admission: УМЄЛ)
Modtm Ukrainian Music

YES, YOU W1LL HEAR

Ukrainian language short wave
broadcasts on our radios, if you
live in Eastern U.S. or Canada.
Send S8.00 (U.S.) for our infor–
mation packet. This S8.00 is re–
fundable if you buy a short wave
radio from us.

FALA ELECTRON1CS
P.O. Box 1376-2
Milwaukee, Wl 53201
(Serving short wave listeners

since 1962)

THE CARPATHIAN SKI CLUB OF NEW YORK
under the auspices of the
UKRAINIAN SPORTS ASSOCIATION OF LSA and CANADA (ISCAK)

will hold

THE

І

AN N U AL

TENNIS AND SWIMMING COMPETITION
at SOYUZivkA
August 30 and 31 September 1 and 2, 1085 (Labor Day Weekend)

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
for individual C H A M P l O N S H l P S of USCAK
and trophies of the
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, SOYUZIVKA.
(lNCLUDlNC ТНЕ B. RAK MEMORlAL TROPHY),

SVOBODA. THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY and the spons–
manship

Trophy of Mrs. MARY DUSHNYCK
and PR1ZE MONEY

Qualifications: This competition is open to any player
whose dub is a member of L'SC"AK. - Singles matches are
scheduled in the following division: Men, Women, Women (35
and over). Junior vets (35-44). Senior Men (45- and 55), Junior
(Boys and Girls).
Juniors are persons aged 18 and under, while seniors are
those over 45 years of age.
Registration for tennis matches, including name, age,
divisions and the fee of 115.00 should be sent to:

SWIMMING COMPETITION
S A T U R D A Y , AUGUST 31, 1985 at 11 a.m.
for INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIPS.
UNA TROPH1ES and R1BBONS

in the following

events lor hois and girh

8-Ю and 11-12 age groups
25
50
25
25
25

m
m
m.
m.
m.

lreestvlc
freestyle
breaststrokc
backstroke
butterflv

4 x 25 m

freestyle relay

Mr. Roman Rakoczy, Sr.
158 Manor Avenue, Cohoes, N.Y. 12047
13- 4 age group

Registrations should be received no later than August 22.
1984. No additional applications will be accepted before the
competitions, since the schedule of matches will be worked out
ahead of time.

50 m.
100 m. 50 m
50 m
50 m
100 m
4 x 50 m

TOURNAMENT СОММІТТЕЕ:
R. Rakoczy, Sr., Z. Snylyk, G. Sawchak, Dr Z. Matkiwsky,
O. Kyzyk. O. Popovych.
SCHEDULE OF MATCHES:
FR1DAY, August ЗО, Soyuzivka, 1.00 p.m. Men's preliminary
round. Players who must compete in this round will be
notified bv the tournament committee by Thursday.
August 22.
S A T U R D A Y , August 31, Soyuzivka. 8:30 a.m. First round
junior girls (all age groups), junior vets, senior Tien,
women and women 35 and over. New Paltz. 8:30 a m men's first round. Soyuzivka. 10:30 a.m. Juniors (all :ige
groups). New Pallz. 10:30 a.m.-men's consolation round.
Soyuzivka, 3:30 p.m. Senior men 55 and over. Time and
place of subsequent matches will be designated by lourna–
ment director R. Rakoczy. Sr.
Players in men's division, scheduled to compete Friday but
unable to arrive on this day. as well as losers in the prelimenary
round, can compete in the consolation round.
Because of limited time and the large numer of entries.
players can compete in one group only they must indicate their
choice on the registration blank.
Players who fail to report for a scheduled match on lime
will be defaulted.

freestyle
freestyle
breaststrokc
backstroke
butterfly
individual medley
- freestyle relay

15 ind over age group
50 m
freestyle
100 m
freestyle
50 m.
breaststrokc
50 m.
backstroke
50 m
butterfly
100 m - individual medlev
4 x 50 m. - medleyvelay
Swi mmers"can compete in 3 individual events and one

relay.
Registration will be held at the poolside on Saturday.
August 3 1. starting at 9:30 a.m. Registration fee is S2.00 per
person.
Swim Meet Committee: R. SLYSH. O. NAPORA. G.
HRAB. J. RUBEL. C KUSHN1R. 1. SLYSH. M KRYSZ–
TAt.SKY. B. and J. YAC1W. 1. SOCHAN.
Swimmers should be members of sport and youth orga–
nizations which belong to the Ukrainain Sports Association
(USCAK).

Reservations should be made individually by the competitors by writing to:
Soyuzivka. Ukrainian National Ass'n Estate. Kerhonkson, N. Y. 12446; (914) 626-5641

HELP WANTED
POSITION AVAILABLE
Part-time or full-time accounting clerk experience, knowledge of UkrainianXEnglish.
and references necessary. Forward applica–
tions to Ukrainian Educational and
Cultural Center. 700 Cedar Road.
Philadelphia. PA 19111. Attention
Ann Palczuk-Harris.

REGlSTRATlON FORM - TENN1S ONLY
Please cut out and send in with reg. fee of S15.00.
1. Name:
2. Address:
3. Phone:

REAL ESTATE

4. Date of birth:
5. Event

2-story stony house in Stony Point. N. Y.
Exceptional surroundings. Cellar, gara–
ge, garden.

Telephone: (914) 626-7803.

age group:

6. Sports cluh membership:
Check payable to: Kl.K American Ukrainian Sports Cluh.
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Ukrainian National Association
Monthly reports f o r June
Certificate Loans Repaid

RECORDING DEPARTMENT

8,401.88

Total
Juv.

TOTAL AS OF MAY 31-1985

19,556

income For June 1985
Adults

6,937

52.453

78.946

TOTALS GA1NS:

41
3

49
29^
3

72
49
4

-

10

81

162
81
7

-

10

143

44

9
18
8

16
1

268

LOSSES 1N JUNE 1985
Suspended
Transferred out
Change of class out...
Transferred to adults .
Died ......:
Cash surrender
Endowment matured .
fully paid-up
Reduced paid-up
Extended inlsurance ..
Cert, terminated

ZL

65
51
39
56

109

2

-

TOTAL LOSSES:

6

248

8

23

380

INACTIVE MEMBERSHIP:
GA1NS 1N JUNE 1985 .
Paid up
Extended insurance

і

"

TOTAL GA1NS'

20
6

56
3

26

61

-

m 76
-– її
,

BJ

LOSSES 1N JUNE 1985

5

24
15
6
5

30

50

19.524

52.359

2
23

Died

TOTAL LOSSES'
TOTAL UNA MEMBERSHiP
AS OF JUNE 30-1985,

.

„

6.958

26
38
6
10
80
78,841

WALTER SOCHAN
Supreme Secretary

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
income
DUES FROM MEMBERS
income From "Svoboda" Operation
investment income:
. Bonds
Real Estate
Mortgage Loans
Certificate Loans
Stocks
Banks
ToW

1213,021.11
86,311.83
3296,941.16
79,766.46
24,034.36
2,263.24
2,484.16
6.797.83
„

„

.,

Disbursements
Paid To Or For Members:
Cash Surrenders
Endowments Matured
Death Benefits
interest On Death Benefits
Payor Death Benefits
Dividend To Members
'.
indigent Benefits Disbursed
Scholarships

....

Total

,

31.134.172.97

Operating Expenses:
Real Estate
"Svoboda" Operation
'.
Official Publication - "Svoboda"
Organizing Expenses:
Advertising
Medical inspections
Reward To Branch Secretaries
Reward To Branch Organizers
Traveling Expenses - Special Organizers
Lodge Supplies Purchased
Field Conferences

367,346.97
85,859.83
60,000.00
31,550.30
130.60
4,500.01
7,923.50
450.44
245.59
210.00

Total

,

ToW

S32.181.98

investments:
v. --Bonds Matured Or Sold
^. Mortgages Repaid

315.010.44

Payroll, insurance And Taxes:
Salaries Or Executive Officers
Salaries Of Office Employees
Employee Hospitalization Plan Premiums
insurance - General
Taxes - Federal, State and City On Employee Wages

312,458.33
32,700.69
9,931.74
1,482.00
19,667.77

Total

376.240.53

...,

General Expenses:
Actuarial And Statistical Expenses
Bank Charges For Custodian Account ft Dividend Preparation
Books And Periodicals
General Office Maintenance
insurance Department Fees
Legal Expenses - General
Operating Expense Of Canadian Office
Postage
.
Printing And Stationery
Rental Of Equipment And Services
Telephone, Telegraph
Traveling Expenses - General
Total

35,250.00
10,976.21
285.00
2,087.00
1,850.00
2,975.00
159.63
5,769.44
5,116.40
1,639.87
1,302.71
2,634.81

„

340.046.07

Miscellaneous:
Expenses Of Annual Session
investment Expense - Mortgages
Ukrainian Publication
Accrued interest On Bonds
Donations
Г.

4,922.60
125.00
19,000
5,536.11
1,570.00

Total

331,153.71

investments:
Bonds
Mortgages
Stock
Certificate Loans
Real Estate
Printing Plant And Equipment

3661,522.38
96,386.60
2,484.16
5,408.24
10,732.95
4,000.00

Total
113,025.49
.15
1,065.00
681.27
91.45
105 3 0
17,035.70
125.00
5232

Total

350,235.14
35,274.00
58,900.00
84.93
120.51
985.71839
840.00
3,000.00

1412,287.21

Refunds:
Taxes - Federal, State ft City on Employee Wages
. Taxes - Canadian Witholding ft Pension Plan ......Taxes.Held in Escrow
„
„-,
. Employee Hospitalizab'on Plan Premiums
,..
. Telehone Ret'd
„.„..
Ref of Secretaries Exp.
„
,„„„
Official Publication "Svoboda"
-....„,„„.
; investment Expense
"
insurance Group
-.

Miscellaneous:
Profit On Bonds Sold Or Matured
-. Sale Of "Ukrainian Encyclopedia"

31.700.896.02

Totals

GA1NS 1N JUNE 1985
New members ..
Reinstated
Transferred in ...
Change class in
Transferred from Juv. DepL ...„

3955.249.86

766.03
1,078.00
31,844.03
393U71736
15,130.02

;.

Disbursements For June 1985

3780.534.33

.'

„..32.290,364.85

BALANCE
ASSETS
Cash
Bonds
Stocks
Mortgage Loans
Certificate Loans
Real Estate
Printing Plant ft E.D.P.
Equipment
Loan To U.N.U.R.C
Total

LIABILITIES
Fund.:
3525,272.42 Life insurance
38,745.132.31
603.63431. Accidental D. ft D.
3,154,59838
824,194.48 Fraternal
716,455.06 0 r p h a n s
209 613 22 Old Age Home
8,000,000.00 Emergency
.352,778.900.98 Total

.350.630.424.7f
.

1,360,717.72
238,931.85
325,393.33
124,420.09
99.013.21
352.778.900.98

UlANA D1ACHUK
Supreme Treasurer
(Continued on page 15)
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only a flamboyant comic, but a play–
Soyuzivka summers... wright,
a translator of fine literature,
'.
(Continued from page 9)
many issues of Mr. Kozak's "Lys
Mykyta," which 1 enjoyed reading from
around the age of 6. Also, he had
illustrated some of the children's books
1 grew up with, such as "Marusia
Kravchynia." And here 1 was meeting
him in person! What an interesting
man, with so many interesting stories! І
remember a ride to Hunter on my day
off, with Pan Kwas, Mr. Kozak, and
Lida Yelychko. who also worked in the
office. Mr. Kozak told so many fas–
cinating stories about his experiences in
Ukraine and the rest of Europe. When
we stopped in a restraurant on the way,
even his discussion about the delicious
spring water we were served was enter–
taining.
1 could not afford one of his paintings
during my student days, but since then І
did buy one. by mail, sight unseen, it
was described to me over the phone.
There aren't too many artists whose
works one could acquire by mail-order
and not worry about what would arrive.
H is paintings are so lyrical, one can hear
the music and feel their rhythm. Mr.
Kozak is such a Renaissance man, it's
amazing. 1 am still trying to find
someone to publish his collection for
children "Chap Chalap." if there is any
individual or any organization out there
with money, please consider this chil–
dren's book for publication, it is enter–
taining for kids and parents alike, both
for its cartoons and text (marvelous
language). My three sons and 1 can
vouch for that. І know it would be an
instant Ukrainian best-seller.
ivan Kernytsky (lker) and Mykola
Ponedilok were a great pain two writers
humorists, who hailed from opposite
corners of Ukraine. lker was quiet. Mr.
Ponedilok more outgoing. Both were
single, and valued each other's friendship.
From listening to Mr. Ponedilok and
reading his works, 1 had this feeling that
in his youth he had lost the great love of
his life and her loss affected him forever.
He was also a survivor of the famine, in
spite of all the wit and humor of his
works, there was this great melancholy,
this sadness, a sense of loss which came
through it all. it was even felt in his
performances. He was called the Ukrai–
nian Jerry Lewis, but aside from a slight
physical resemblance, there was no
comparison. He was a marvelous per–
former of his own works. He was not

and a writer of the most moving short
stories (he was an admirer of vasyl
Stefanyk) in which he invented the most
appropriate words.
in contrast, lker was introverted. He
stayed in the background, observing,
later to write about what he had seen
and heard. His was a very delicate
humor, which offended no one. He did
not correspond on regular note paper,
but wrote on the whole back of New
York City post cards, which he mailed
in regular envelopes. Some of his
articles from Svoboda stand out in my
mind, such as the one about the lone
tree outside his Manhattan apartment.
But, in my opinion, his best was his
tribute to his friend Mykola upon his
death, titled "Poplyvy, vudko..." І am
sure Mykola would have written one for
lker in the same mode.
Even though 1 was all of 314 when we
left Germany for America, 1 felt a
special kinship (albeit one-sided) with
Messrs. Kozak, Hutsaliuk and lker,
because we were all landsmen, from the
Orlyk DP camp in Berchtesgaden,
Bavaria.
Other performers and special guests
were equally interesting to meet. A
young Andrij Dobriansky was just
beginning his opera career with that
marvelous voice. Michele Metrinko
visited Soyuzivka with her whole family..
1 was impressed not only with Miss
USA's beauty, but her intelligence and
poise as well.

For a few seasons 1 was Soyuzivka's
unofficial nurse. The injuries were
minor. But not one weekend passed
without my treating otherwise intclli–
gent people (without exception, all
males) who insisted on playing volleyball barefoot — in uncallused feet fresh
from a week in shoes and socks. The
resulting burst blisters, on the balls of
the feet, filled with sand, were painful
just to look at, much less treat. І wonder
if the weekend athletes still play volleyball that way.
Lake Minnewaska was a special treat
on our days off. The lake was an
unbelievable blue, very deep, and its
peace and beauty were unforgettable.
Fall and winter weekends were slower–'
paced and cozy (even the busy ones).
Nothing beats the scenery of Soyuzivka

(Continued from page 14)

THE FivE BEST 1N JUNE, 1985
Districts:

P. Tarnawsky
M . Olszansky
M.Chomanczuk
J. Chopko
W . Hawrylak

Camden. N.Y.
Rochester. N.Y.
Auburn, N. Y.
Edwardswillc, Pa.
Chicago, ill.

P. Pitner
W. Hawrylak
G. Hawryszkiw
W. Stefuryn
Julie Guglyk

Secretary:

Branch:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5

23!
316
283
169
259

Chairman:

Philadelphia. Pa.
Chicago, ill.
New York. N. Y.
Syracuse-Utica.NY
Rochester, N.Y.

Organizer:

Branch:

W. Pastuszek
W. Hawrvlak
G. Hawrvszkiw
W. Stcfuryn
Julie Guglyk

231
316
283
169
259

in the fall. One New Year's weekend the
temperature was to go down to O" F.l
stayed up in order to stand outside in
that freezing temperature for the first
time, if 1 had known then that 1 would
be surviving Winnipeg winters of up to
-40o; 1 wouldn't have bothered.
Food was an important part of
Soyuzivka. Certain tastes stand out in
my mind: all of steak night, of course;
pot roast and kasha; beets. Soyuzivka–
style; and the cold fruit; berry soup.
When the buffet lunches at veselka
were initiated, 1 remember Mrs. Hutsa–
liuk remarking that the fresh fruits and
other dishes served were worthy of the
most elegant European resorts and
hotels.
it feels strange to be writing my
"memoirs" about a time of my life which
seems just recently passed, it is possible
that my co-workers at the time remember the people and incidents com–
pletely differently. But memory is
selective. Mostly 1 have remembered the
good things and the good people. For
example, a Washington, D.C., family,
whom l first met at Soyuzivka, were
very kind to a freshman in theircity who

knew no one else.
Friendships made at Soyuzivka have
remained very special to me. in some
cases, even though we may not be in
contact over the years, when we dp
meet, the closeness and affection are
there. І was sorry that 1 worked only one
season with Nadia Bryn Nowytsky. But
І am grateful, because even from those
short months we began a special friendship. And Soyuzivka is where 1 met my
best friend, Myroslaw.
Pan Kwas has a favorite story about
me. At the beginning of my first season
at Soyuzivka, he was showing slides of
one of his vacations to the spring
weekend guests and workers. During
the conversation, he sighed, "if only І
knew in my youth what 1 know now,
how much easier it would have all
been." it seems 1 answered. "Yes, but it
wouldn't have been as interesting."
Well, Pane Kwas, if in my youth 1 had
known that 1 would be learning and
experiencing so much in my five years at
Soyuzivka, 1 would have listened,
observed, and remembered more. But it
was interesting.
fc
Thank you, Soyuzivka.
v

t

With profound sorrow the Board of Directors of the Ukrainian institute
of America informs its members, supporters and our community that

WALTER STAS1UK

Glimpses

Monthly reports...

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1
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Members:
128
75
56
48
42
Members:
44
23"
20
16
15
Members:
55
23
20
16
15

788
Total Numbc r of New Members for 6 months of 1985 N
S3.uO7.50O
Total Amount ol Life insurance in 1985
Stefs n Hawrvsz
Suprcm Organizer

electric engineer
passed away on August 11,1985, in the 66th year of his life
The remains are buried at St. Teresa Cemetery in Summit, N. J.
To the bereaved family we extend our deepest sympathy.
The Board of Directors
of the Ukrainian institute
of America

t

With the deepest of sorrow we note the passing into eternal sleep
on Saturday, August 3,1985, at age 8 1 . following many years
of suffering from Parkinson's disease,
of our most beloved Husband, Father and Grandfather,

MICHAEL THEODORE SZUL
prominent scientist and chemical engineer, and retired Research Director at
chemical labs of several U.S. corporations, holder of a U.S. Patent in resinX
polymer (bakelite) plastics production techniques, former owner of two
chemical companies in Lwiw (including "M1K0" Co.), former President of the
Lwiw Municipal Gas Works, advisor for Master's Degree research dissertations
in Chemistry and Chemical Engineering leader of technical consortiums that
consulted to several community food and other cooperatives in Ukraine,
alumnus (Chemical Engineering) of Lwiw Polytechnical University, longtime
member and officer of the New York City Metropolitan Branch of the Ukrainian
Engineers' Society of America, and President of the National Board of Directors
of the Ukrainian Engineers' Society of America, one of the earliest shareholders
in the Ukrainian National Home Corp. in NYC. and also the Ukrainian Studies
Chair Fund, and a prominent community leader in NYC, Northern New Jersey
and Glen Spey, N.Y.
Parastas was held on Monday, 7:00 P.M., at Nasevich Funeral Home in
Philadelphia, Pa. The Panakhyda, Requiem Mass and Funeral Rites were conducted at the Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral of the immaculate Conception of
the Blessed virgin Mary on North Franklin St.. Philadelphia, lnterrment was at
St. Mary's Archdiocesan Ukrainian Catholic Cemetery in Fox Chase, PA.
Deeply bereaved:
ROSE (Sr. lmelda - Dominican Order Tertiary) - wife
ANDRU vOLODlMlR RE1NH0LD - son
ANDRIJ VOLODIMIR CHRISTIAN - grandson
XEN1A MARGARETTA HE1D1 - granddaughter
Prof. W. MAKSYMOW1TSCH (Munich) - cousin
SZUL Family
CYMBALA Families (in U.S. and Poland)
PURKHARDT families (in Germany and Canada)
FR1EDEL families
Family in Ukraine, and many colleagues and friends in
America and Europe.
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
August 24
W1LDWOOD, NJ.: The Khmelny–
chenky fraternity of Plast will hold a
dance at the vFW Hall - Post 3509,
3816 Pacific Ave. (corner of Spicer
Street). The dance begins at 8 p.m.
and will feature two Ukrainian bands.
The Quivers and the Exitz.

Ukrainian Day Celebration will be
held at the St. Demetrius Ukrainian
Community Center, 691 Roosevelt
Ave., from 1 p.m. through midnight.
Authentic Ukrainian foods, crafts,
songs and dances will be featured,
and there will be dancing with The
Three K's and The Ladds in the
afternoon and evening.

August 30 - September 2

Bohdan Chaplynsky

Marta Andriuk

KERHONKSON. N.Y.
The
Saturday evening concert at the
UNA resort will feature soprano
Marta Andriuk and tenor Bohdan
Chaplynsky. The concert begins at

S:.10 p.m.
Afterwards, the Alex and Dorko
band will provide music for dancing.
Both the concert and the dance will
be held at the Yeselka pavilion.

Liberty Park Festival celebrates ethnicity
TRENTON. N.J. - Andrew Key–
bida. a member of the New Jersey
Governor's Ethnic Advisory Council, is
chairman of the seventh annual Liberty
Park Ethnic Festival. New Jersey's
official multi-ethnic celebration. The
festival will be held Saturday and
Sunday, September 7 and 8, between
noon and 6 p.m. Gov. Thomas H. Kean
has proclaimed that weekend Liberty
Park Ethnic Heritage Festival Weekend.
' "it is important to recognize the
tremendous contributions of our more
than 100 ethnic communities to New
Jersey's cultural and ethnic develop–
ment," said the governor. "The ethnic
festival at Liberty State Park is a
celebration of our ethnic diversity and
one way the people of New Jersey show
their pride," he added. The festival will
include crafts displays, folk art exhibits,
ethnic foods and entertainment by more
than 100 organizations representing
various ethnic communities.
The Ukrainian National Association
will participate in the festival with a

special booth as will members of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America, Jersey City branch. The
Zaporozhe Dance ensemble of Perth
Amboy, under the direction of Roman
Szewczyk, will perform on Sunday.
Festival ceremonies will commence
with a Parade of Nations at noon on
Saturday, September 7, led by a color
guard and a military band. Many ethnic
groups, dressed in native costumes and
carrying flags of their nations of origin,
will march through the newly restored
terminal building and then before a
reviewing stand of state officials and
ethnic representatives, including Gov.
Kean and Secretary of State Jane
Burgio. Approximately 200 men and
women will be sworn in as American
citizens during the naturalization cere–
mony immediately following the parade.
Liberty State Park may be reached
from Exit 14B off the New Jersey
Turnpike. Parking and admission to the
park are free, as are van rides from the
parking lots.
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We give you the WHOLE picture.

SM1THTOWN, N.Y;: The 1985
Byvantine Bazaar, billed as Long
island's Pan-Slavonic Festival, is
scheduled to be held Friday through
Monday on Labor Day weekend, at
the fairgrounds of the Byzantine
Catholic Church of the Resurrection.
Edgewater and Mayflower avenues.
This four-day festival celebrates the
food and customs of the Slavic
people. Hours are 1 1 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Admission is free.

11 August 31 - September 2
І NEW YORK: The Multi-ethnic
І Festival for the Statue of Liberty
Fund will be held at Steeplechase
Park, Surf Avenue between West
16th and West 19th streets, in
Brooklyn, it will feature continous
live entertainment, and food and gift
stalls, from 11 a.m. through 6 p.m.
September 1
CARTERET, N J.: The 49th annual

PLEASE NOTE: Preview items
must be received one week before
desired date of publication. No
information will be taken over the
phone. Preview items will be
published only once (please note
desired date of publication). All
items are published at the discretion
of the editorial staff and in accor–
df nee with available space.

PREviEW OF EvENTS, a listing
of Ukrainian'community events open
to the public, is a service provided
free of charge by The Weekly to the
Ukrainian community. To have an
event' listed in this column, please
send information (type of event,
date, time, place, admission, spon–
sor, etc.), along with the phone
number of a person who may be
reached during daytime hours for
additional information to: PRE–
viEW OF EvENTS, The Ukrainian
Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
City, N J. 07302.

York U. offers Ukrainian courses
TORONTO - Ukrainian studies
courses will be available on either a full–
or part-time basis at Xork University
during the 1985-86 academic year. The
courses include Ukrainian language
studies on various levels and also the
study of Ukrainian literature, art and
history.
The language courses are for be–
ginners, intermediate and advanced
levels. All three courses utilize modern
language laboratory facilities as well as
various audio-visual techniques.
The courses in literature, art and
history need no knowledge of the
Ukrainian language and cover various
aspects of the subject. A general survey
of the history, literature, fine and folk
arts is made, as well as the study of the
Ukrainian culture at the time of Kieyan
Rus', the Kozak state, the 19th century
and the present day. Works of literature
are examined both in the historical
context and in relation to the major
stylistic trends of European literature.

More specialized courses include the
study of the Ukrainian short story and
novel in English translation, and Ukrai–
nian-Canadian literature and culture.
The first is an introduction to the
writers of modern Ukrainian literary
prose of the 19th and 20th centuries and
to the short story and novel genre. The
latter examines various forms of Ukrai–
nian-Canadian oral and written litera–
ture including folk songs, narrative,
poetry and drama.
Students may take the courses as
general education requirements, as
electives to complement study in their
fields (three electives are required for a
B.A.) or as requirements for a degree in
Slavic area studies. Members of the
community may also enroll on a course
credit basis, receive a grade for their
work in the course, and if they later
decide to apply for a degree program,
the course will be credited towards a
degree.

Folk art to be exhibited

Can you afford not to subscribe?

NEW YORK - "Ukrainian Folk
Art.".a traveling exhibition on loan
from The Ukrainian Museum, will open
at the Monmouth Museum in Lincroft.
N.J. The exhibition will be on view from
August 25 through October 13.
The exhibition offers а ч;iricd reprc–
scntation of the Ukrainian folk an
tradition, it encompasses colorful.
richly embroidered folk costumes .пні
ritual cloths, high!) stylized woven
kilims. ceramics and carved wood
artifacts from the Hulsul area of '.he
Carpathian Mountains, and some 200
or "pysanky."

The exhibition is drawn from The
Ukrainian Museum's collection, the
only fully documented Ukrainian folk
art collection in the country.
The exhibition is eurated by Lubow
Wolynetz, curator of ethnography and
director of the education department at
The Ukrainian Museum in New York.
The exhibition is partially funded by
the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation,
the New York State Council on the Arts
and pi is ate contributions.
The official opening will take place
m August 25 af"5-7 p.m.
For exhibit information cnll the
". .-uo,u!h Mnseum. (20ІК747-2266.

